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What's all the Ruckus?
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Service lets students
share music legally
and its free
By Tim Mooney
Heights Stuff

I

In the face of problems
with illegal file-sharing
among students on campus, Boston College has
partnered with the Ruckus
network, a pioneer in legal
file-sharing, to bring free
and legal music downloads
to BC students.
With major legal issues
accompanying the use of
services such as MyTunes,
KaZaa, and others (a BC
student was sued by the
Recording Industry Association ofAmerica in 2003),
the Ruckus network provides an alternative with a
library of 1.5 million songs
and over 4,000 movies and
TV shows.
The site offers songs
from every genre and include all of today's most
popular artists from the
newest Justin Timberlake
album to The Fray and everything in between. It even
allows students to view the
most-downloaded songs
-

See Music, A 5

Coalition to champion Israeli cause

WRC

gives frosh

By

Rachel Morrison
For The Heights

support
Program unites women
of BC in 'sisterhood'
By

Pilar Landon
News Editor

For 150 freshman women, starting the year off right will be that much
easier thanks to their participation in the
Women's Resource Center (WRC) Big
Sister/Little Sister program. Unlike "real"
sisters the kind who fight over clothes,
make-up, and who has the later curfew
the "sisterly" partnership in this program
revolves around an active mentorship
-

-

Become a
little sister

The Israeli-Palestinian conflict has
been a popular topic at Boston College
for years, but this summer a new initiative
was begun by students and staff, aimed at
providing the campus community a different perspective on the conflict. Called the
BC Coalition for Israel (BCCI), the group
was formed with the intent to give Israel a
greater voice in campus dialogue.
The BCCI will sponsor a variety of
events on campus, such as discussions,
lectures by Israeli scholars, and cultural
events, balancing out the perceptions of
the Middle East on campus. Professor
Ruth Langer, associate director of the
Center for Christian-Jewish Learning, said
that the group's presence on campus would
be one that "represents Israel as a country

to give incoming
women an insider

and as a culture."
The BCCI has many objectives that
will direct its focus on campus; educating students on the state of Israel and
the appreciation for Israeli culture are
the main goals. Although Israel, slightly
smaller than New Jersey, has long been a
main character on the world's stage, the
BCCI was in the planning stages even
before the conflict between Israel and
Hezbollah began. Since the violence in
the region has increased, the group has
become even more relevant to discussing
today's issues.
Hezbollah first crossed into Israel from
Lebanon on July 12, and the tipping point
of the fight occurred when Hezbollah
captured two Israeli soldiers. In the time
that followed, both Israel and Hezbollah
launched assaults on each other's territory.
Each attack seemed to get more intense,

as both claimed to be launching an attack
solely in response to the other's. The conflict claimed more than 1,000 lives, both

Lebanese and Israeli.
As a result of the violence in the region,
the group is also dedicated toward creating
an accurate portrayal of the Arab/Israeli
conflict.
Dorothy Zirkle, A&S '07, a Middle
Eastern and Islamic studies minor, was one
of the first students to join the BCCI. "It's
important that both sides of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict have a voice on campus,"
she said. "It's always good to have both
sides represented on campus. Sometimes
Israel is misrepresented because people
don't know all the facts."
Chris Ashcraft, A&S '07, another
Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies minor,

See Coalition, A5

A blessed start to an academic year

perspective into
Boston College

life.
"Women in
their freshman
year experience
a decline in self
confidence," said
Cassie da Costa,
WRC staff member and A&S'OB.
"It's universal.
They are under pressure and can become
confused while they are still trying to find
their niche."
This sensation of being lost, said da
Costa, is exactly what the Big Sister/Little
Sister program seeks to combat. "The
need for a support network is so important there is not really one that is wellestablished. This program is to develop
an understanding between the classes, to
create a supporting community of women
at BC."
This year marks the program's second.
After having around 220 freshmen and
upperclass women last year, the program
now boasts participation by 300 students.
The application process for being a big
sister took place last spring, said WRC
staff members, and the response from up-

By Shelly Brown

For The Heights
What happens when the law faces off
with questions of ethics like if a father
is stripped of his wife and six children
and deported to Mexicowhere he remains
today, serving the fifth year of his stolen
fate?
This is but one of the cases Boston
College's Center for Human Rights and
International Justice has taken on in its
crusade to strengthen the universal standard of moral action and awareness in our
nation and throughout the world.
At the onset of its second year, marked
by a ceremony Friday, members are particularly enthusiastic about the interdisciplinary nature of the program, bringing
together faculty and students from all
schools and concentrations from law to
theology to psychology. The organization,
said M Brinton Lykes, associate director
and professor of community and social
psychology, recognizes the impossibility
of reaching new ideas within the confines
of one discipline.
Another key aspect of the center is
its commitment to Jesuit values and the
religious nature of the work it does. In
an address to the group by director Rev.
David Hollenback, S.J., a professor in
the theology department, he said that the
focal point for questions of human rights
for BC is to provide a network of connections not only among BC and other Jesuit
-

See Rights, A5

GJP offers
alternative
perspective
Group distributes its third
Freshman Disorientation
By

Pilar Landon

For the third year in a row, the Global
Justice Project (GJP) printed and distributed 500 copies of a pamphlet entitled
Freshman Disorientation to members of
the freshman class.
Meant to "of- |
fer and nurture I
an alternative i

perspective at
Boston College,"

I

...

the booklet features articles written and submitted
by BC students
on issues ranging
from racism and
sexism to social justice.
The publication, 32 pages in length,
has drawn criticism in past years for what
some consider to be offensive claims made
by its authors about the University and
various campus groups, but GJP members
said responses this year have been mostly
positive.
"The packet received mixed reactions last year," said Katrina Quisumbing
King, GJP member and A&S '07. "It's
good to have dissemination of the topics
though."
Compiled during the course of the

-

University President Rev. William R Leahy, S.J., celebratedthe mass of the Holy Spirit with other Jesuits and community members yesterday.

See Disorientation, A4
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Clooney warns UN:
Darfur is facing genocide
Actor George Clooney and Nobel Peace
Prize recipient Elie Wiesel urged the United
Nations Security Council to act before the
killings in Sudan's Darfur region escalate
into genocide Thursday. "The situation in
Darfur is not getting better, it is getting
worse. We need the international community
to commitall of its resources to bring an end
to this extraordinary suffering. The critical
hour for Darfur is now," said Clooney in a
statement. Wiesel told council members: "If
the Security Council does not act it will be
blamed for history." Clooney addressed the
United Nations after spending five days in the
region in April, gathering personal stories of
the ravages the region has faced. More than
200,000 people,have been killed and over
2 million have fled their homes since 2003
when ethnic African tribes revolted against
the Arab-led Khartoum government.

The Heights
Boston College McElroy 113
140 Commonwealth Ave.
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467
-

ON CAMPUS

Editor-in-Chief (617) 552-2223

U.S. Senator John McCain
to address class of 2010 tonight
U.S. Senator John McCain will formally welcome the
Boston College Class of 2010 at the First Year Academic
Convocation today. Members of the freshman class will
process from Linden Lane to Conte Forum, where the
event will begin at 7 p.m. Rev. Joseph Marchese, director of First Year Experience, and University President
William P. Leahy, S.J. will precede McCain's keynote
address. "Senator McCain has long been a champion of
public service in the United States," Marchese told The
Chronicle. "He is particularly interested in speaking with
college undergraduates about the importance of service,
both to our country and to the world."

'Eagle dollars' mulled as way
to prove fans' economic might
When Clemson University fans came to town last
weekend for this season's Eagles-Tigers rematch, they
didn't only bring Southern charm and orange apparel;
in their wallets they brought plenty of $2 bills stamped
with the Clemson Tigers' iconic orange paw prints
demonstrating to Boston merchants how much money
they brought with them. One Boston official has even
estimated that Clemson fans pumped more than $1.5
million into the city economy. According to Reid Oslin
of the Boston College office of public affairs, BC may be
considering a similar gimmick. By demonstrating Eagles'
fans economic benefit on the road, the University hopes
the team will qualify for better post-season bowls.

U.S. college graduation rates
falling, according to study
National college graduation rates are slipping behind
those of other countries, according to a report released
by the National Center for Public Policy and Higher
Education. Although the United States still ranks among
the top nations in the proportion of35-to 64-year-olds with
college degrees, it has dropped to seventh in the 25-to-34year-old demographic. According to Maybeth Gasman, a
professor at the University of Pennsylvania, America is
experiencing the most diversity in college admissions in
history. With more minority enrollment, she said, comes
more families that are unable to afford tuition.

International

Suspect says 'magic' turned
goat into brother's corpse
A man accused of killing his brother with an axe in
Nigeria last week told police investigators that he didn't
ever kill his brother, but did attack a goat which was
magically transformed into his brother's corpse after it
was dead, reported The Associated Press. "He said that the
goats were on his farm and he tried to chase them away.
When one wouldn't move, he attacked it with an axe. He
said it then turned into his brother," Police Commissioner
Udom Ekpoudom, police commissioner, told the Associated Press. It is common practice for murder suspects in
Nigeria-where people widely believe in black magic-to
claim that spirits tricked them into killing.

3, Mad Money On

Campus

4. Red Bandanna
5KRun

5. Reason over
Passion

Tuesday
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Saturday

Wednesday

Time: 4 p.m.
Location: Conte Forum
Jim Cramer, the charismetic investment
anaylst and markets

Time: 7:30 a.m.

Time: 4:30 p.m.

Time: 10 a.m -4 p.m.
Location: Dustbowf
BC's hundreds of
student clubs are on
display, with representatives at each table

for more information.
Get involved to make
the most of your BC
experience!

Location: Gasson Hall
Rotunda
Come participate in
this 5K charity road

Pope expresses regret for
offending Muslims
As the backlash continues across the
Muslim world. Pope Benedict XVI said
yesterday that he was "deeply sorry" for
offending Muslims with recent remarks he
made in a speech at a German university about
Islam. In the speech, the pope cited the words
of a Byzantine emperor who described some
ofthe teachings of the Prophet Muhammad as
"evil and inhumane." As part of the backlash,
an Italian nun was gunned down in a Somali
hospital and churches were set ablaze in the
West Bank. Elsewhere, the pope's statement
seemed to be easing tensions. Officials in
Turkey, where the pope will be visiting in
November, said that despite the comments,
they still expected him to visit.

Location: Devlin 008

9:11 p.m. -A report is filed in Corcoran Commons regarding a 50-year-old male who is
known to police. He had been stealing food
from the dining hall. He was escorted off campus and issued a trespass warning.

"Should colleges encourage spiritual
development?
"It is definitely a good,
healthypart of life. I don't
think colleges shouldforce
it, but shouldencourage
personalgrowth,"

-

Wednesday, Sept. 13

9:54 p.m. -A report is filed in the Beacon Street
Garage regarding a parking payment machine
which was broken.

?

Emily Samaha

A&S'IO

1:06 p.m. A report is filed on Shea Field regarding a minor motor vehicle accident.
-

4:38 p.m.-A report is filed off campus regarding an investigation into an attempt to cash a
fraudulent check.
5:53 p.m. -A report is filed in the Lower campus parking lots regarding a party who was
refusing to follow parking procedures.

Thursday, Sept. 14
1:56 a.m. -A report is filed in Vanderslice regarding an intoxicated Boston College student
of legal age who was unable to care for herself.
She was taken to the Infirmary and was later
transportedto the hospital by ambulance when
her condition deteriorated.

"The reason you go to
college is to exploreyour
?Sarah Gilliland,
A&S'IO

"I think it should be an
option, but 1 don't think
it should be forced"

7:04 p.m. -A report is filed in Gabelli regarding
a larceny from a residence.

?

Katey Sullivan,

A&S '07

party.

The Heights covers a multitude
of events both on and off campus
including concerts, movies, theatrical performances, and more.
Call Lloyd Liu, Arts and Review
Editor, at (617) 552-0515, or e-mail
review@bcheights.com. For future
events, e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed
description of the event and contact
information to the Arts Desk.

-

Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its
readers with complete, accurate, and
balanced information. If you believe
we havemade a reporting error, have
information that requires a clarification or correction, or questions about
The Heights standards and practices,
you may contact Tom Wiedeman,
Editor-in-Chief, at (617) 552-2223,
or e-mail editor@bcheights.com.
CUSTOMER SERVICE

?

Source: The Boston College
Police Department

To have The Heights delivered to
your home each week or to report
distribution problems on campus,
contact Dylan Hayre, Circulation
Manager at (617) 552-0547.

Advertising
The Heights is one of the most effective ways to reach the BC community. To submit a Classified, Display,
or Online Advertisement, call our
Advertising officeat (617) 552-2220
Monday through Friday.
The Heights is produced by BC
undergraduates and is published on

Mondays and Thursdays during the
academic year by
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2005. All rights reserved.

faith."

6:42 p.m. - A male is reported acting suspiciously in a Higgins classroom. Detectives
investigated and were able to identify the
individual. All was in order.

8:49 p.m. -A report is hied regarding a larceny
which was later deemed "unfounded." The
property had been misplaced by the reporting

News Tips

Arts Events

Voices from the Dustbowl

-

4:26 p.m. An officer files a report regarding
lost property.

EDITORIAL RESOURCES

Delivery

9/12/06 9/14/06
2:04 p.m.-A report is filed in Alumni Stadium
regarding lost property-.

Business and Operations
General Manager (617) 552-0169
Advertising (617) 552-2220
Business and Circulation
(617)552-0547

sports@bcheights.com.

Come join Israeli and
Palestinian youth
activists who will be
race held as an annual lending their hands to
commentator on
CNBC, will videotape
tribute to a 9/11 hero, stop the flow of hateful
Welles Remy Crowther and ignorant extremist
his Mad Money show
opinions generated in
on campus. Sponsored '99. Runners of all
levels welcome.
their names.
by CSOM.

Police Blotter
Tuesday, Sept. 12

Arts Desk (617) 552-0515
Photo (617)552-1022
Fax (617) 552-4823

Sports Scores
Want to report the results of a
game? Call Dan Schwartz, Sports
Editor, at (617) 552-0189, or e-mail

5

cation.

2. Student

Activities Day

Features Desk (617) 552-3548

news@bcheights.com. For future
events, e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed
description of the event and contact
information to the News Desk.

to do this week on campus

1 Academic
Convocation
Tonight
Time: 7 p.m.
Location: Conte Forum
Senator John McCain,
drawing on his enduring committment to
public service, will be
the keynote speaker
for this year's First
Year Academic Convo-

Sports Desk (617) 552-0189
Marketplace Desk (617) 552-3548

Have a news tip or a good idea for
a story? Call Pilar Landon, News
Editor, at (617) 552-0172, ore-mail

Top
things

General (617) 552-2221
Managing Editor (617) 552-4286
News Desk (617) 552-0172

-

UNDER REPORTED
UNIVERSITIES

Editorial

?

Interviews by Phil Dumontet andPatrick Fouhy

CORRECTIONS

Please send corrections to
editor@bcheights.com
with 'correction'
in the subject line
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An easy
way we

Careers in independent film

spiritual
growth a

can

help

necessity
UCLA survey finds
students believe
college should nuture

Carolyn

spirituality
By Katya Lancero
For The Heights

The Higher Education Research Institute (HERI) at UCLA launched a nation-

wide survey in 2003 revealing "college
students view their spiritual development
as a critical part of their college experience," yet students are dissatisfied with
the climate in some schools ("UCLA
Launches Second Phase of Study Tracking College Students' Spiritual Growth,"
by Alissa Schulman. www.spirituality.
ucla.edu/news Jun. 14,2006). The survey
also examined 40,000 faculty members
and only 30 percent believed that "colleges should be concerned with facilitating students' spiritual development."
Surveys are helpful because they
"correct our imagination and tell us reality," said Rev. Jim Weiss, S.J., associate
professor in the theology department
at Boston College. The HERI is going
to launch a second phase of this survey
that is intended to "determine whether,
and how, students' spiritual devefopment
is shaped by the types of colleges they
attend, the kinds of faculty who teach
them, and the types of academic and cocurricular experiences they encounter."
Ultimately a national institute will be
designed to engage colleges in designing
programs that incorporate spiritual issues
and perspectives into campus life.
The survey, administered to 112,000
entering freshmen at 236 colleges and
universities, determined that nearly half
of the students felt that it was "very important" for colleges and their professors
to encourage spiritual development.
Weiss estimated that 50 percent of
professors at BC encourage spirituality,
and said "there should be more." Some
professors "are afraid to encourage spirituality in their classes, in fear that they
will direct a student toward values they
didn't come up with on their own," said
Weiss. This fear explains why just 30
percent ofprofessors feel spiritual growth
among their students is important.
Weiss expects spiritual development
from the students of his Person and Social Responsibility class, also known as
PULSE, for which 10 hours of community service is required per week.
After a year in PULSE, the percentage
of students who "integrated spirituality
into their lives" increased by 14 percent,
according to the 2005-2006 PULSE
surveys taken at the beginning and end
of the year. Seventy-three percent of students, after a year of PULSE, were able
to "better clarify their values and beliefs,"
according to the surveys.
While many courses at BC do not have
the express purpose of encouraging spiritual development, students can still utilize
their knowledge to confront spiritual issues. Emily Neumeier - an officer ofthe
Episcopal Club, founder and officerof the
Daughters of Abraham chapter at BC, and
A&S '08 was able to relate the material
of one her classes to spiritual issues in
an experience she called "beneficial and
spiritually enhancing." Neumeier sets an
example to other students who wish to
enhance their spiritual development.
Neumeier believes non-Christian
students are not encouraged enough by
the college to develop spiritually. BC's
opportunities for community service,
however, are "fabulous, and I believe
[community] service is a big part of
spirituality," said Neumeier.
From the service clubs such as 4Boston to the spring break service immersion
trips, BC offers great opportunities for
service and spiritual enhancement both
inside and outside of the classroom.
-

Spirituality at BC
After completing a year of the
PULSE program, students said the

following:
64.6% made efforts to integrate
spirituality into their lives.
66% made an effort to discuss
-

-

religion.
84.7% said PULSE was among
the most influential experiences in
their personal development at BC.
69% have a better understanding
of Jesuit education.
39.2% have a stronger
relationship with God.
-

-

Mattus

You know her better than you think.
You can hear her coming before you
see her. She mulls around with her
trusty black garbage bag. She isn't shy
about entering the Mods, and she'll
rifle through your garbage without a
second's hesitation.
Yes, it's the Can Lady.
I'd always heard about the Can
Lady, but living in the Mods has truly
shown me what a presence she is. At
the first tailgate of the season, she came
wandering over, and without a single
word or look, started emptying half-full
beer cans and tossing the containers
into her bag. And 1 may have just made
it up to become a part of Can Lady
mythology, but 1 could have sworn she
took my Coke can right out ofmy hand
that day.
A Boston College icon, the Can
Lady was the foremost collector of cans
and had no viable competitors or so
we thought.
Last weekend, a team ofkids from
the Watertown Boys & Girls Club came
by and asked me if they could take our
cans. I said yes because I didn't want
to clean up, and in a matter of minutes,
our backyard went from war zone to
pristine lounging space. Then another
group came back this weekend for another hefty can collection, and the Can
Lady was nowhere in sight.
What happened to the Can Lady?
1 set out to investigate and learned
that starting last week, the Can Lady
will no longer be allowed on campus
at least not officially. A new University policy now requires all can collectors to register for permission to collect
cans and to donate the proceeds to a
charitable organization. I'm guessing
funding the Can Lady's rumored BMW
doesn't count as charity.
All the information came from Officer Steve Bianchi of the BC Police
Department who runs "Cans Against
Cancer." Bianchi started collecting cans
last year and donates the proceeds to
the American Cancer Society for his
12-year-old son Danny, who was diagnosed with a rare form of adult cancer.
This rare cancer attacks the olfactory
nerves that control taste and smell.
After his most recent surgery, Danny
lost his sense of smell and his appetite
has suffered from starting to lose his
sense of taste. On the positive side,
however, his last full body scan taken
four months ago came back negative.
The next steps include more chest Xrays, as well as a recovery from radiation, but for now he's just trying to be a
normal seventh grader, said Bianchi.
As of this writing, Bianchi has
collected approximately $1,200 worth
of cans from BC and other Boston businesses. Business is booming because
if you Google the words "cans" and
"cancer," you'll find the Heights article
written about Bianchi that includes his
pager number.
"I'm going to need a U-Haul truck
eventually for Shea Field alone after
tailgates," said Bianchi. "Kids have
been taking it upon themselves to save
their cans for me, and the hockey players said they would tell their friends in
the dormitories, which is great because
Danny is a huge Eagles fan."
But before you scoffat the idea
of collecting bags of cans for money,
think of it this way. Every can or bottle
that carries a carbonated beverage can
each be redeemed for five cents. Each
garbage bag can hold about 220 cans,
according to Bianchi. Think about how
many cases of beer you go through on
game day and multiply that by how
many residence halls on campus clean
out Reservoir Liquors not only for tailgates, but also for parties. Deconstruct
them, and the can tabs can go to the
Children's Hospital, Boston.
No wonder the Can Lady is so
dedicated: The can collecting business
is a legit profit machine, especially on a
campus that loves its Busch Light and
Diet Coke.
So before you start to miss the Can
Lady, think of Danny not being able to
smell the hamburgers you're grilling.
Give the Can Lady some competition
and page Bianchi at (617) 486-4444,
because helping Danny is better than
fueling the Can Lady's BMW habit.
-

PATRICK FOUHV / HEIGHTS PHOTO

Brian Sloan, an independent filmmaker and BC '88, gave students advice, insight, and a look into the making of his film, WTC View.

GJP's packet meant to stir awareness
Disorientation,from A1
summer, funding for the packet was
provided personally by members of
the GJP, circumventing accusations the
group faced two years ago of improper
use of money from the Undergraduate

Government of Boston College (UGBC)
in producing the guide. And instead of
distibuting the guide under freshmen
doors which BC has named a fire-hazard and illegal - the group instead just
handed them out around campus.
The aim of the packet, GJP members said, was to "advance community
discourse around important issues of
violence, poverty, oppression, and exploitation and offer an alternative perspective
for freshmen at Boston College."
"We want to cover things in Disorientation that traditional orientation does not
cover. Orientation does not properly acquaint students with important University
issues like GLBT issues, women's issues,
and [AHANA] issues," said King.
Among other things, the guide attempts to take a frank look at racism on
campus, which it described as a "failure"
by BC to be culturally diverse in an article
written by two AHANAstudents. Citing a
"Eurocentric" history core, "institutional
racism," and persistent stereotypes as
examples of racism at BC, the authors
claim to feel "alienated" as a result of
the social environment. The article also
contains explanations for incoming freshmen about the term AHANA ("AHANA
is not a noun or a club; it is a term to
describe people of color") and encourages students to take up an active part
in the fight against the "pigeonholing"
of diversity.
"The education at BC doesn't present
enough view outside of Western civilization," said King. "GJP's packet presents
an alternative."
The packet also tackles and presents
to freshmen issues like the Women's
-

Health Initiative, an abortion rights group
on campus that, while recognized by the
UGBC, is not University approved. By
introducing issues of perennial debate on
campus to new students, the GJP claims
to be "stimulating freshmen to ask critical
questions of this institution."
This year's pamphlet also includes
a call for reform of the UGBC Senate,
which would be replaced by a directly
democratic undergraduate assembly, and
a section on safe sex practices at BC with
numerous resources in the surrounding
Boston area.
While perhaps students at orientation do not learn about Appalachia in its
context as a "voyeuristic excursion jam
packed with romanticized interpretations
of poverty," they do hear about BC in a
variety of perspectives from a variety of
different people, said Kristen Van Dorn,
Orientation leader and CSOM '08.
"Orientation gives a wide range
of view because the OLs [orientation
leaders] themselves come from diverse
backgrounds," she said. "We have every
school represented, states from around
the country, different clubs, different
experiences - we all present a different
view of BC."
Annie Kurdziel, orientation leader and
A&S '08, said while orientation aims to
present a full and complete view of BC,
the program is also limited logistically by
the time span of a mere three days.
Van Dorn said during orientation,
incoming freshmen attend presentations
on volunteerism, clubs, and classes
at BC meant to acclimate them to the
college environment. The goal of these
presentations, she said, is to present a
well-rounded view of the University and
connect to freshmen at the same time.
Kurdziel said the presentations are
also meant to stimulate thought. "Since
we have a limited time, the important
thing to do is continue the conversations
started during orientation," she said. "In

that sense orientation and GJP have some

overlap in their goals - we each want to
start conversations about important issues
on campus."
While King said the views presented
by the GJP range on the left from liberal
to radical, the group maintains a listserv

of 600 students, with regular meetings
reaching 60 students in attendance at
times. "The common thread is conversation in issues of social, political, and
economic justice," said King. "We look
to advance the causes of marginalized
people."
"GJP has different goals, a different
audience," said Kurdziel. "Orientation
has to appeal to all students. We don't
have the luxury of choosing our focus."
Kurdziel also said introducing freshmen to potentially controversial issues
before they even set foot on campus
during orientation might be too soon.
"Incoming freshmen have a much different mentality from the freshmen who
have been on campus for even a week,"
she said. "Asking questions of them at
that time might not necessarily be the
most beneficial."

King said besides educational purposes, the packet was also meant to draw
interested freshmen to participate in GJP.
"The reason GJP exists is to advocate for
issues," she said. "We put out the Freshman Disorientation because it is our
avenue to get out views not always present in mainstream culture. We encourage
students to get involved and live up to the
values of social justice."
Kurdziel insinuated a similar encouragement for students to utilize the college
network to engage in such conversation.
"What any college atmosphere needs is a
venue for more thought, more opinions,
more knowledge, more conversation,"
she said. "Guidance is also necessary so
that conversation and the message given
out are taken in the right context."

-

-

Source:
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Center continues work
to advance social justice
Rights, from A J
institutions, but between us and the greater global
community.
"It is a connection to the real world," he said, "that
leads to real results."
A pivotal branch of the center is the compilation
of various research and educationalprograms offered
to expand students' knowledge of human rights and
the many dimensions of social injustice plaguing the
world. These opportunities offer individuals a chance
to gain legal, moral, and intellectual perspective on
the issues they study, giving them the chance to put
thought into action.
One such option is the interdisciplinary graduate
seminar, which allows graduate students to partake in
a semester-long program in which they are afforded
the opportunity to interact with speakers and faculty,
all the while developinga research project in light of
human rights and international justice.
Erziiie Coquillon, BC Law '09, who participated
in the seminar last year, spoke highly ofthe program,
describing it as simultaneously challenging and exciting. Through this opportunity, everyone involved
was able to bring his or her own unique perspective
to the table, thereby enabling individuals to take full
advantage of the benefits of the seminar's interdisciplinary nature.
Externally, while working closely with organizations like the Jesuit Refugee Service and Catholic

"The BCCI is a good way
to hear another
side of the story. It's a
good way to hear both
sides and then make up
our minds on where we
stand"

Relief Service, the Center for Human Rights and
International Justice is also constantly seeking new
organizations to add as partners in the battle to end
injustice. Likewise, it is striving internally to increase
faculty and student involvement throughout the BC
community in the form of a luncheon series open to
all members of the BC population this semester.
Additionally, there will be a series of three films
highlighting the visual aspect of social justice, which
will premiere this February thanks to the visions of
John Michalczyk, a professor in the fine arts department. In addressing some of the more immediate,
short-term goals of the center, Lykes touched upon the
importance of fundraising in helping the organization
reach its goals in dealing with its current theme: "deportation, immigration, and refugees." Furthermore,
she discussed the significance ofthe post-deportation
or "ruby slippers" project, which deals with the status
of deported immigrants and their families.
"We must not only work at the level of the individual but also work with the families, communities,
and public policy," said Lykes.
According to those involved, it is the blend and
interaction among religious values with the various
disciplines that make the Center for Human Rights
and International Justice so revolutionary in today's

society.
"We are planting seeds for change. Real change
takes generationsand comes in lifetime after lifetime,"
said Lykes.

?Chris Ashcraft,
A&S '07

Group to
represent

Israeli
outlook
Coalition, from A1

MARCIN MAZIARZ

/

HEIGHTS PHOTO

Hollenbach sees the center as one of BC's connections to the real world.

Music service offers free legal downloading
Music, from A1
ate

university and for users to creat iTunes'

downloadableplaylists, like

music store.
From Ruckus.com students can download the music-player system and gain
access to the free content. The music,
however, is write-protected and will not
transfer to iPods or work with iTunes. The
Web site also includes a Facebook-like
social network that allows users to "make
friends," share recent playlists, and post on
a message wall. The system currently has
871 BC members signed up.
Armand Lauzon, CSOM '08, a member
of the Undergraduate Government of Boston College (UGBC) who met with representatives from Ruckus in the fall of 2005,
said the agreement would cost BC $ 10,000
a year unless half the school signed up for
Ruckus accounts (in which case it would be
free). The service, however, is free to students as long as they identify themselves as
members ofthe BC community and register
using a bc.edu e-mail address.
While he noted that there were initially
reservations about the program's lack of
compatibility with the growing number of
Macs on campus, Lauzon said, "It is a great
concept for people who just want to listen
to music in their room. If 1 had a laptop,
I would definitely have Ruckus just so I
could get songs whenever 1 wanted."
In addition to free music from thousands
of artists, genres, and albums, Ruckus
offers Hollywood blockbuster movies,
MARCIN MA2IARZ HEIGHTS PHOTO
independent films, and TV shows to its Ruckus allows students to download music legally, but the files cannot be transferred from the computer to an external device, like an iPod.
basis,
users. Available on a rotating
the
movjes and TV shows, like the music,
over the summer. He rated the system as Herlihy makes it clear that while peer-toies available for free starting in December
cannot be transferred to an external device a mixed bag. "Ruckus is nice because I
peer sites have legitimate uses (and thus through a service called Spiralfrog, which
like a video iPod. BC, however, has not yet could use it before I got to school and got are not prohibited), "sharing and copying will recoup the costs using advertising.
Tim Duket, a professor in the A&S hongiven the company permission install the connected with the network. It also has way commercial music, video, and software
cache server on campus, which is necessary more songs than just those that 1 can get files is usually illegal."
ors department, who has tracked the copybefore users can take advantage of these from the people on MyTunes," he said. "I
The move toward systems like Ruckus right debate in his efforts to incorporate
downloads, according to Ruckus Technistill prefer MyTunes, though, because then reflects growing upheaval in the copyright images of art into Web sites and classes,
cal Support.
I can actually get the songs and put them debate as technology continues to make feels that this opening is the result ofyears
The service also provides competition on an iPod."
commercial interests rethink defensive of pressure. "There is a shared interest in
to file-sharing services like MyTunes that,
It is the "getting the songs," however, strategies. Ruckus, like the new Napster, is pushing. Because of Napster, these other
despite legal prickles, have been popular that has sparked legal action at universities legal because it contracts and pays for the alternatives have come along. If students
on campus.
around the country. Boston College's Unicontent it shares and can effectively restrict
are using file-sharing legally for personal
One thing that the Ruckus network is versity code states, "Users of [University]
its use to members of its network.
use sharing with their friends falls under
Each song requires a license which the the category of personal use - and not
currently looking into is a way for users resources who violate copyright laws may
who are graduating to be able to continue be subject to disciplinary action, including program automatically obtains for the user,
making money on it, they should push the
to keep their collections after commenceand the license must be renewed after a industry," he said.
but not limited to loss of access to Univerment. Presently, while the network can be
"To accept limits is to accept the stagsity computers, computer networks, data, fixed period oftime. Renewal is simple and
nation of culture. If someone came along
used on or offcampus by students, such as and other technological and information reoccurs automatically when a song with an
today and said they wanted to put all the
during the summer, as soon as they leave sources." Still, few efforts have been made expired license is selected for listening.
Still, the prevalence of systems like My- books, music, and video they could find
their university for good their music library to restrict access to illegal peer-to-peer
does not follow.
sharing. In a set of guidelines published Tunes has record companies seeking new and make it free for everyone, they'd have
outlets. Universal and EMI recently anall sorts of trouble on their hands. Yet, still
Mike Dombrowski, A&S '09, uses in the wake of the subpoenas issued to BC
we have libraries."
MyTunes, but joined the Ruckus Network students in 2003, General Council Joseph
nounced thatit will make their entire librar/

-

'Sisters' gives freshman women support network
Sisters, from A1
tions," said Katey Sullivan, WRC staff member and A&S
'07. Unfortunately, due to a shortage in freshman applications, not all upperclassman volunteers were able to be
paired up with a little sister.
Freshman women received letters from the WRC describing the program and seeking applications. "We are still
accepting little sister applications," said da Costa.
Interested freshmen should pick up applications at the
WRC in McElroy Commons.
Big and little sister pairs are made based on common
schools, majors, academic grouping, interests, or hometown
location.
Yesterday marked the program's kick-off event, which
drew the 150 pairs out to the Dustbowl for a lunch provided
by Anna's Taqueria. WRC staff said Anna's donated all food
more than enough for 300 people free of charge to the
program. "We are extremely grateful," said Sullivan.
The picnic was followed by a scavenger hunt, acclimating freshmen to the BC campus and giving them more time
-

"The primary focus of the program is building community among females," said Sullivan.
"Freshmen can have a lot of problems
da Costa, but the hope is that the relation"Theprimary
in their first year. Our hope is to problem
ship between big and little sisters continues
the program is building solve through community."
beyond the WRC-organized events.
continue
Sullivan said big and little sisters are
relationship
"We want the
to
community among
encouraged to discuss any and all issues that
throughout the whole year," said Sullivan.
Freshmen
help to build a "support network" - from
"The consistency in knowing someone is
can have a lot
parties to homesickness, eating disorders to
there for you is huge."
academic strategies for success.
For this reason, juniors going abroad may problems in their
"College lends a sense of independence,
not be paired up with a little sister.
year. Our hope is to but without support it can be hard," she
For upperclassmen, the reasons for joining the program all revolved around the problem solve through said. "We want to create a network where
someone is there for you. Through events,
desire to help - and the ability to relate to
community"
get-togethers, and community service
confusion,
or
similar feelings of anxiety,
anything to take your mind off academloneliness.
Katey Sullivan,
ics we're looking to make that support
"1 know how important it is to have someone to talk to as a mentor, someone to go to
WRC and A&S '07 happen."
Now that the "kinks of the program have
if you need advice," said Christine
Allen, a big sister in the program and LSOE '08. "It's all been worked out," as Sullivan said, the WRC expects the
program to continue to grow in coming years.
great to have a helping network."
to interact with their big sisters.
The WRC plans to host at least one event per month, said

focus of

females.

of
first

?

-

agreed. "The BCC] is a good way
to hear another side of the story.
It's a good way to hear both sides
and then make up our minds on
where we stand," he said.
The BCCI, however, is not just
for Middle Eastern and Islamic
studies minors.
"Anyone who is interested in
the Middle East or wants to hear
different perspectives is welcome
to join," said Ashcraft. "We won't
be too political, but [will be]
celebrating Israeli culture as a
whole."
While Langer reiterated that
the group will try not to be "too
political," current events will be a
major component of the BCCI. A
main objective of the group is to
combat propaganda of the current
conflict.
The coalition also supports the
building of defensible borders to
secure Israel as a Jewish state.
Most importantly, the group will
discuss the hope for peace in the
region. Discussion and understanding of the conflict can lead
to a mutual coexistence between
the warring parties.
Israel is a strong ally of the
United States, which is why the
coalition will look to promote a
deeper understanding of the state.
Israel has one of the more
democratic governments in the
Middle East, and, in part because
of its relationship with the United
States, has many Western influences. It is a region that is steeped in
history and also has some ancient
archaeological sites, dating from
as far back as 2,000 B.C.
As a result of this rich history,
Israel also contains some of the
most holy sites for the world's
largest religions. Jerusalem alone
has been in a kind of tug-of-war
among Judaism, Christianity, and
Islam, as each can claim religious
sites there.
With a third of BC students
studying abroad, the BCCI will
also be encouraging students and
staff to study in Israel. One option for BC students and staff to
study in Israel is to attend Hebrew
University in Jerusalem for one
semester or the entire year.
While attending Hebrew University, students can also participate in a variety of excursions,
such as those to the Sea of Galilee
or the Golan Heights, or even volunteer in Jerusalem's Big Brother/
Big Sister program. Any student
who is interested in studying in Jerusalem should contact the Center
for International Partnerships and
Programs.
The BCCI will also be sponsoring some events on campus. On
Oct. 4, the group will be presenting the prize-winning Israeli film
Ushpizin. The film is set during the
Jewish holiday Sukkot, or Shmini
Atzeret, which will occur theweek
after the showing of Ushpizin. LA
Daily News' Bob Strauss describes
the film as, "one of the best character-based comedies of the year."
Ushpizin can be seen in Higgins
Hall, Room 300, at 7:30 p.m.
On Oct. 30, BCCI will also be
presenting "A Journalist's View
of the Israeli-HezbollahConflict."
This presentation will consist of a
discussion with Israeli filmmaker
and journalist, Michael Yochay,
who is the head of the film and
news production division of the
Israeli Defense Forces Spokesperson's Office.
The BC Coalition for Israel
will continue to be active as the
school year continues. Lectures,
discussions, and cultural events
on campus will be announced

publicly.
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QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Jlie difference between the almost right word and the right word is really

EDITORIALS

Focus on the present,

while looking ahead
THE ISSUE: Bright future shouldn't harm current students
WHAT WE THINK: Don't forget about BC's tuition payers
There's plenty to be excited about
when the topic of BC's future comes up.
From the soon-to-be-completed campus
master plan, to BC's ever brightening
national reputation, to its place on the
"New Ivies" list, there's plenty to indicate that the applicant pools for the
classes of 2011 and beyond will only
increase and improve.
And each of those qualities are certainly fun for current students to talk
about even if they might not have too
-

-

much effect on us.
Boston College is a great place to
be a college student. But with so much
focus being put on the future of BC, we
offer a friendly reminder: Don't forget
about us.
You know, the over 9,100 undergrads who pay $33,000 a year for a BC
education.
On the whole, administratorsthroughout every sector of the University are
working eveiy day to make life better
for the average BC student. But there
are some instances, particularly on the
financial side, when it seems current
students are often left with more ques-

tions than answers.
Nearly every BC student has a story
tell about a friend or acquaintance
who never made the move from Upper
or Newton down to Lower Campus -not
because of a poor housing lottery pick,
but simply because they couldn't afford
it. Because BC, like most universities,
to

reviews every student's financial aid
package each year, it is not uncommon
for grants and loans to be increased but
more likely, decreased from year to year.
Though the overall number of students
forced to leave because of changes in
aid packages is not huge, the fact that
any student would have to make this
-

decision is troubling.
One argument for reevaluating students' aid packages is that "financial
situations" constantly change. Because
students with siblings also in college at
the same time receive aid to compensate
for the family's extra educational bur-

den, aid packages are often decreased
when a student's older sibling graduates from school. But as anyone in the
financial aid office should know, for
many students, the financial burden of
college tuition only truly sets in after
graduation, when loans need to be paid
off with low-paying jobs. If nothing else,
this serves to show the blurriness of the
distinctionsthat can determine financial
aid packages.
Though situations like this may
change and could potentially put students and their families in a position to
pay for school without an aid package,
it's difficult to imagine situations changing that drastically, not to mention the
unfairness of admitting someone on
the supposition that they will receive
a certain amount of aid, only to go
back on the deal once the student has
already signed on. Though the Office of
Admissions touts its need-blind policy
applications, a policy like
this makes life for returning BC students
seem much too need-aware.
Just as BC gives students the chance
to lock themselves into the tuition price
from their freshman year to avoid paying
for the annual tuition increase a policy
that already favors affluent students
BC should institute a policy of not
decreasing a student's financial aid once
they enter the University. It would be a
exemplary move for this Catholic University to take a bold step like this.
We are glad that the University has
a grand vision for the future, and are
excited to see these changes come to
fruition after we graduate. But these
grand changes should not come at a cost
to student life such as the cost-saving
measures instituted in the renovated
CTRC or in the financial aid office.
Fr. Leahy, best of luck in the new
capital campaign that will help fund
BC's campus growth it truly is important. But maybe it's time for a new kind
of capital campaign one that seeks to
maintain the quality of education for all
of BC's current tuition-payers.
to reviewing

-

-

-

-

-

After 69 wins, give
O'Brien his due
THE ISSUE: Tom O'Brien becomes BC's winningest coach
WHAT WE THINK: Criticisms aside, O'Brien deserves credit

For

someone who just became
the winningest football coach
in Boston College history, Tom
O'Brien sure takes a beating.
From being called too conservative, to
not winning the "big ones," it seems BC
fans will never be pleased.
Though these criticisms may be fair,
they miss the larger historical legacy
O'Brien has built.
Few remember that BC had just three
winning seasons two of those under
current Giants head coach Tom Coughlin
in the 10 years before O'Brien
arrived in 1997. He cam,e to Chestnut
Hill at the unequivocalnadir of the BC
football program the gambling scandal
that implicated numerous players who
bet against the Eagles during the 1996
season.
The turnaround was not immediate.
Two 4-7 seasons, including a 28-21 loss
to lowly Temple in his first game, kicked
off O'Brien's career. Since then, he has
won eight games in all but one of the
past seven years and has led BC to six
straight bowl wins.
His work off the field has been even
more marked. BC consistently has one
of the highest graduation rates in the
country, and his teams have beenknown
for hard-nosed, consistent play traits
many elite programs would die for.
Is O'Brien the best coach in the
-

-

-

-

The

country? Probably not. Is he the best
coach for Boston College right now
-and for the foreseeablefuture? Without

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Visit would have contributed to culture
It was with pleasure and a certain measure of pride that 1 read the
editorial in Thursday's issue of The
Heights, regarding the possibility of
a visit to Boston College's campus
by the former president of Iran. 1
applaud your stance in connection
with the importance of intellectual
leadership that any respected university must provide.
1 also write to point out that your
erroneous reference to Khatami as
an "influential Arab leader" serves
to further underline the most critical

point that is made in the editorial.
Along with the spectacular exhibit
at the McMullen Museum (Cosmophilia), a visit by the Persian (not
Arab) diplomat would have delivered
culture and education that span beyond the walls of a typical classroom
and cannot be obtained by simply
paying the tuition fee.
Amir H. Hoveyda
and
Patricia Vanderslice
Joseph T.
Professor and
Chairperson of Chemistry

Refusing Khatami was the right move
As a history major undergraduate

appropriate to extend an invitation

ot'Boston College in 1977,1 wanted

to our school to those unfortunate,

to tell you how

proud I am of the BC

administration in the recent decision
to refuse Iran's president on our campus. 1 graduated two years prior to the
444-day Iranian hostage crisis, which
was staged by students, but endorsed
by the new theocracy to "put America
in its place."
While some may consider BC's
recent move courageous, I consider it the proper and decent decision for administrators not to host
and endorse this visit to the Heights.
Everything Khatami and his theocratic country represents is counter
to the humanitarian values espoused
by BC, liberal education, and all
freedom-loving peoples.
I would suggest that it be more

tortured, and persecuted Christians
of these repressive and brutal Islamic
countries. I would also think most
women, who care about the horrific
abuse of women in Iran, would shout
loudly in praise of your decision.
It would be abhorrent to host a
leader from a nation that is a state
sponsor of terror in the Middle East
and regularly arrests, imprisons, and
tortures opponents due to religious
intolerance. As a leader of a nation
that also calls for the destruction of
Israel and all non-Islamic nations and
people it was just a small message to
Iran, yet a good message to send.
Paul Sullivan
BC 77

Take notice of Career Fair line-up
For the past two years, students
have organized to protest Raytheon
Corporation's presence as recruiters
at the annual Boston College Career
Fair. Raytheon is the world's fifth
largest weapons manufacturer and
produces such deadly weapons as
the Tomahawk cruise missile and
Patriot missile.
In 2004 the students involved
in the unapproved demonstration
received disciplinary action for their
protest, which consisted of kneeling in prayer around Raytheon's
recruitment table. In 2005 students
gained a demonstration permit from
the Office of the Dean for Student
Development, but an hour before
the demonstration was to begin, the
permit was pulled because of the
"elaborate" content of the planned
demonstration. The students were
threatened with immediate suspension if they attempted to peacefully
protest Raytheon.
Raytheon will once again be at
the Career Fair, and BC has taken
steps to mask this fact by not listing the corporation on the Career
Center's Web site. BAE SYSTEMS,

another top arms producer, will also
be present.
Is it appropriate for a leading
Catholic university to be inviting
weapons firms to attend the annual
Career Fair? Is BC training scholars
for peace and justice or war and
destruction? It is time, once and for
all, for BC to live up to its mission
of working for a more just society
and kick weapons manufacturers
and other violent organizations off
campus.
But we need the help of faculty
and Jesuits. After last year's censorship, it is obvious that student
activists cannot peacefully protest
the presence of these firms alone.
Many ofyou spoke out against the
awarding ofCondoleeza Rice with an
honorary degree, and we are asking
you to again raise your voice with us
for peace and justice.
It is our responsibility, as people
of conscience and faith, to not stand
idly by in the presence of such violence and destruction.
Rose Chou
A&S '07

?

a large matter

-

'tis

Mark Twain

EAGLE-EYE VIEW

Where have all
the good dining
spots gone?
By Richard Rosario

BC

Dining: "Eat, Drink, Talk, Think
about finding a new place to eat
because we screwed up.'' I promise
you, I'm never usually this upset. Actually,
that's a lie. But for the sake of this column,
let's say I'm a very calm and patient person.
With that said, it has been two weeks since
we've all been back at the Heights, and everything seems to be in order. But you know
what I've noticed? Something changed.
No, I'm not talking about Kiwi no longer
playing in Alumni, I'm talking about BC
Dining. I've been at Boston College for two
years now, and 1 have to say I've never seen
the dining halls this crowded. Now, there is
a logical explanation for the crowded situation at Lower - sorry, Corcoran Commons.
With the reopening of "66," more people
now live on Lower Campus. Hence, the
crowd. Cool. I get it. But, I would have to
believe that part of this crowd is due to the
loss of Addie's.
Why is Addie's gone? Did she write
an article in The Guide and get kicked off
campus by FYE? All I know, is that our
wonderful haven for a late-night dinner and
a blissful grilled cheese is gone. But hey, no
problem, right?! I can always go to Tarammidi? Taramde? What is it? That's right,
sushi. No bash on sushi, but come on. Leave
the healthy stuff to Hillside.
So with the unbearable flea-market
crowds in Lower, I decided to give good
old McElroy a shot. I waited 25 minutes for
a wrap that took two minutes to make. To
top it all off. it took me three laps around
the Eagle's Nest and Carney's to find a seat.
Three times around two floors! Something
is terribly wrong here. Where did all of
these people come from? Did BC admit an
overweight freshman class? Or, is someone
...

out to get me?

The entire dining situation is a mess and
I smell a rat! Wait,
that's right, I don't. They got rid of that too.
The glorious pleasure-zone offried delights
underneath Lyons Hall has vanished. No
longer can students enjoy a quick bite to eat
without having to wait in a line. No more
breakfast burritos, hash browns, sausage
I could go
patties, chicken sandwiches
on forever, baby. Instead, you can now grab
yourself a cold packaged snack! Delicious.
I would assume the destruction of this
wondrous place is the reason for the overcrowded McElroy.
So why are these places gone? That's all
I want out of this, an answer. I guess for
now, I'll deal with life after Addie's and the
Rat. I'm sure I can find a viable substitute
for the food I once loved. I'll just have to
wait in a 45-minute line to find it.
someone is behind it

...

...

Richard Rosario is a junior in the College
Arts and Sciences.
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opinion poll / RESULTS
On Thursday, The Heights asked, "Should BC follow Harvard's example and get rid of its early admissions?" Here's howreaders voted
online at www.bcheights.com.

-

State.
But that criticism misses the point.
BC is not at the level of those football programs, simply because it is
not equipped to be at that level. On
the flip side, those schools are much
more distantfrom BC as institutions of
higher learning. Sacrificing the latter
for the former is not something any BC
coach should strive to do and it is the
framework within O'Brien must operate his program. Only five schools in
the U.S. News Best Colleges rankings
also have football teams in the AP Top
25. Tom O'Brien's Eagles are one of
-

Today's poll question: Who would you like to see as next
years convocation speaker? Bono, Bill Clinton, Oprah, or
Colin Powell? Vote on www.bcheights.com.

those teams.
Like any good coach, O'Brien con-

sistently passes the praise on to others
from his assistants, who he calls the
"best coaching staff in the ACC," to the
players on the field. But the one constant
throughout the past decade ofconsistent
success has been O'Brien.
So thanks, Coach. Now, about that
conference championship...
-
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David Benoit, Managing Editor

the difference

between the lightning bug and the lightning

a doubt.
O'Brien has his critics after all,
O'Brien is just 6-20 against the AP top
25 and has won just once in 16 tries
against BC's biggest ACC competition
Miami, Virginia Tech, and Florida
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READERS NOTE:

The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 200 words and
column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for its op/ed pages.
The Heights reserves the right to edit for clarity, brevity, accuracy, and to
prevent libel The Heights also reserves the right to write headlines and choose
illustrations to accompany pieces submitted to the newspaper.

Submissions must be signed and should include the author's connection
Boston College, address, and phone number. Letters and columns can be
submitted online at www.bcheighls.com,by e-mail to editorWibcheights.com,
in person, or by mail to Editor. The Heights,' 113 McElroy Commons, Chestnut
Hill, Mass. 02467.
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Thumbs
Up
WELCOME RUCKUS
Need some new music? MyTunes or Kazaa just not working the way they used to? Or
maybe you're feeling like
sharing music the legal way?
Then take advantage of the
newest addition to campus, the
file-sharing network Ruckus.
You can pimp out your laptop by downloading from its
1.5 million-song database,
although you won't be bringing those new tunes around on
your iPod.
SUNSHINE DAYS
Some say the weather affects the mood. This weekend
proved that true, with two
warm, summery days gracing
Chestnut Hill and bringing
smiles all around (including on coach Tom O'Brien's
face). The sunshine allowed for
prime tail-gating and an early
morning bagpipe serenade on
Lower Saturday, along with
bringing students together at
yesterday's Mass of the Holy
Spirit on St. Mary's lawn. Others found themselves on other
lawns, soaking up the rays
while hitting the books.

Thumbs

Examining the bubble
By Tim Czerwienski

We also know that the "BC bubble"
isn't an actual place. After all, we can
"BC bubble." If you
only assume that critics have a mandate
haven't used the term yourto comment on those that live inside
self, you've heard someone
the "BC bubble" because they themuse it. It's an idea that is übiquitous
selves do not reside there, even though
in the campus' perception of itself,
we all live on the same campus. This
but it's an idea that is rarely, if ever,
may seem obvious, but it's important
to establish that we're dealing with a
clearly defined. If my four years in
the "BC bubble" taught me anything,
metaphorical construction here, which
it's to start asking questions when
makes the "BC bubble" subject to the
serious terms are bandied about
kind of individual interpretation that
without serious examination. So,
something concrete is not.
what is it that we mean when we
Speaking from personal experience,
reference the "BC bubble"?
the term is invoked most frequently to
In these pages,
condemn a lack
the "BC bubble"
Don't be so quick to
of awareness
has been invoked
with world events
reference the 'BC bubble' (there's
in matters that may
a lot going
seem trivial (describon outside the "BC
ing the perception of homogenous
bubble"); the drive to study abroad
fashion sense among BC students) to
(there's a desire to escape the "BC
matters of slightly more consequence
bubble"); and a fixation with all things
BC (some people are trapped in the
(condemning this newspaper for its
recent lack of Sept. 11 coverage on
"BC bubble"). If you had to ask me for
the front page). This is to say notha definition of the "BC bubble" based
ing of the innumerable (and unknowon its most frequent uses, I'd say that
able) references to the "BC bubble"
it's a preoccupation with the daily grind
in daily conversation, classroom
of classes, social and athletic events,
discussion, and student panels.
and campus life, at the expense of a
There's quite a spectrum within
greater intersection with the city, the
which to pin down a definition of the
country, and the world, as well as the
"BC bubble."
issues that drive those non-BC places.
Right off the bat, there are certain
Again, this preoccupation is usually
things we know about the "BC
portrayed as negative.
bubble." First, the term is almost
I'll agree that it's positive to interact
with the world outside of BC. I'd be
invariably used as a pejorative. Independent ofany context, the idea of
a fool not to. But is there anything
a bubble inspires images of confinepositive about the "BC bubble"? This
ment, isolation, and impenetrabilseems to be the factor that falls between
ity. Put the term in the setting of an
the cracks when people invoke the
academic institution, where learning
"BC bubble." Look at the denigration
and knowledge are valued, and the
inherent in the use of the term this way:
notion of isolation gains a highly
Are we willing to demonize people who
negative connotation.
concentrate on their studies? Who take

The

FLUTIE
MISEDUCATION
"Why is Flutie such a big deal
at BC?" asked one bewildered freshman at Saturday's
game. Granted, the class of
2010 has been on campus for
only two weeks, but there are
just some things the young
Eagles should know. Maybe
we can blame this lack of
Flutie knowledge on Student
Admissions, which has told its
tour guides not to refer to the
classic mnemonic"Doug Flutie
Likes Girls" to remember the
names of the buildings in the

Quad.

Tim Czerwienski is a 2006 graduate
and is the editorial assistant ofBC
Magazine.

I have an opinion

Down
ELEVATOR ABUSE
OK, you live on the second
floor, and you take the elevator.
Something's wrong here. Not
only are you making life more
difficult for your neighbors
who live above you, but you're
missing out on a great opportunity to use the stairs and work
those leg muscles. So, next
time you're feeling lazy, fight
the urge to push the elevator's
button. Your friends on the
sixth floor will thank you.

pride in and derive enjoyment from
their school's athletic teams? Who are
content to spend time in the company
of friends, regardless of whether those
friends are in Vanderslice or Downtown
Crossing?
Those questions represent a pretty
simplistic reduction, but isn't that what
we all do when we use the term "BC
bubble": simplisticaliy reduce an
otherwise complex and nuanced set
of circumstances? The fact is the "BC
bubble," as a rhetorical device, has lost
most of its freight due to overuse and
nebulous definition. Are any people
ever really persuaded to examine
themselves if accused of being inside
the "BC bubble"? Do the denizens
of the "BC bubble" have the tools to
recognize their occupancy of this odious zone? The answer to both of these
questions is a resounding no.
In this light, maybe we should
rethink our use of the term. I won't say
that what the "BC bubble" represents
doesn't exist. What I will say is that
there must be a good reason why the
perception of the "BC bubble" exists,
and 1 don't think it's because most BC
students are close-minded and unimaginative.
So what is the "BC bubble," really? Is it a warm, safe refuge for the
frightened and weak-willed? Is it a
powerful, naturalistic force that sucks
in otherwise open-minded and well-intentioned students? Or is it something
in between? I don't have the answers
to these questions, but they're worth
thinking about.

different opinions and still be friends.
One ofmy best friends is an ardent
Republican and we have not killed
each other yet, although election year
is always tense. People disagree with
the positions I take in this column fairly
frequently and that is great especially
if they write the editor to tell them why
I'm wrong.
Because that shows that they, that
you, have an opinion, something that
you feel strongly enough about to risk
other people knowing that you feel
strongly enough to talk about it.
And once they know, begin a discussion. If it becomes an argument, even
better. You are nothing without values
and yes, religion counts but remember that just because someone thinks
differently does not mean that they are
automatically wrong. As the tired cliche
says, everyone is entitled to his'or her
-

Meg Ryan

Have

an opinion.
Coming from Mr. Sorrentino, the revered and
feared - coach ofmy 12th grade "We
the People" team, this command had
weight of the word of God.
Have an opinion. Pick a side. Do
not try to show how smart you are by
defending both sides of the issue. That
is a cop-out.
Mr. Sorrentino was my 10th and
11th grade American History and
International Relations teacher in addition to being the coach for the senior
"We the People" team. At the time he
was trying to teach us how to argue
a position and we were great fans
of the "well, actually both sides are
right" excuse not to state our minds
but he was right outside the classroom, too. Have an opinion, and do
not be afraid of it. Do not be afraid to
show it either.
My sister is appalled that I write
this column. If people know what
you think, she carefully explained to
me this summer, they won't like you.
Much better to stay quiet.
She's wrong. People can have
-

-

-

-

-

opinion.
Of course, if you have an opinion,
others are entitled to argue with you
about it. This is not a bad thing. Much
can be learned from a free and open
discourse, and this is, after all, a university. As much can be learned from your
peers as from your professors, although
not necessarily on the same subjects.
To cite another trite cliche, we are
the future of this country. We cannot
afford to shift our feet and avoid eye
contact and mutter, "I don't know" or
"they both sound good to me." We have
to plant our feet and declare "I think"
even if we are - as we often will be

wrong. Even if people do not want
to hang out with you because you have
a point of view, for every person this
-

chases away, it will attract more.
And if you do have an opinion,
please let us know. 1 thrive on opinion
and argument. If you think I am wrong,
please tell me so, with details and if
necessary at great length. If something
happens that bothers you or excites you,
I want to know. Your opinion matters.
It is just as valid, if not more so, than
mine.
The important thing is to have an
opinion, and to be unafraid of expressing it. It is not always easy, and it will
not always win you friends. It will, on
occasion, give you a serious case of
foot-in-mouth disease. But it is worth it
anyway.
Have an opinion. Back it up. Defend
it. Be considerate of the other point of
view, but only to the point where you
don't say "because you are an idiot,
stupid." Attack the argument, not the arguer, and maybe you'll be able to continue it later over coffee and doughnuts.
Take a stance. Pick a side. It's great that
you can see both sides of an issue. It
will make your argument stronger. So
what do you think? And no stalling. 1
know you have an opinion.
Everyone has an opinion.

Meg Ryan is a Heights staff columnist. She welcomes comments at
ryanm@bcheights. com.

Put social justice speakers on the agenda
By Katherine Adam

A

pattern is developing with
Boston College convocation
and commencement speakers.
Each fall and spring, the administration seems to wrestle with the same
question: whether to invite a top-level
politician seeking good press coverage, or to invite Dr. Paul Fanner. The
class of 2010 is most likely unfamiliar with Farmer, BC's convocation
speaker of 2004 and commencement
speaker of 2005.
Farmer is the founder of Partners in
Health, an organization committed to
using medicine as a tool to fight injustice, providing lifesaving treatments to
people in the poorest countries. Unlike
the politicians who continue to dominate BC's high-profile events, Farmer
makes public appearances for no
other reason than to raise awareness
about the devastating consequences
of global inequality. He considers
himself accountable to no one except
his patients, and therefore never has
to compromise his commitment to
helping the poor no matter how the
partisan political climate changes.
In contrast, this year's convocation
speaker. Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.),
-

will use tonight's appearance as an opportunity to gain support for his future
political aspirations.
McCain is in a unique political
position. He los,t the 2000 Republican
presidential primary to George W.
Bush, thanks to a smear campaign
orchestrated by Karl Rove. In the
years since, he has portrayed himself
as an old-school, fiscally-responsible
conservative who bases his decisions
on right and wrong, not on what the
Republican Party demands. Democrats
have embraced this image, saying
that McCain is a Republican they
can stomach, a man who will fight
injustice, who refuses to condone
torture and thus truly values human
rights. While mainstream progressives
salivate over McCain's promise to
actually follow international law, the
McCain camp has cemented his image
as a politician devoted to sticking to
his guns, not being popular within his
own party. McCain's political record,
however, tells a different story. While
he claims to be working for peace, his
true commitment is getting elected
president, no matter the human costs.
As McCain talks loudly about
integrity, The New York Times reports
that he has been coveting support

from top-level staffers from the

Bush/Cheney re-election campaign for
his own 2008 presidential run. McCain worked hard for these contacts,
making over 20 appearances with the
president in the months leading up
to the 2004 election. It would be an
understatement to describe McCain as
"swallowing his pride" by supporting
the campaign that destroyed him in
2000. To anyone familiar with recent
political trends, however, this sudden
love-fest should come as no surprise.
During election season, enemies become friends, and positions on issues
are completely reversed. Electability is
the highest, or perhaps only, ideal.
Now that McCain has won over
the Democrats by promising to support
the Geneva Conventions, he is in the
difficult position of having to work
feverishly to appease members of
the hawkish far-right who are suspicious about his future foreign policy
plans. This is necessary to win the
Republican primary election. He stubbornly continues to defend the Bush
administration's abhorrent decision
to attack Iraq, even as the number of
civilian casualties reaches 50,000. He
calls Ronald Reagan his "hero," even
though the Reagan administration

committed state terrorism in El Salvador, Nicaragua, Grenada, Lebanon,
Libya, Namibia, and Angola (to name
a few). One ofMcCain's principal
foreign policy consultants is William
Kristol, co-founder of the Project for
a New American Century, a neo-conservative think tank working for global
U.S. domination.
It seems that the order of convocation speakers is backward. The
students attending the 2004 convocation heard a speech by Farmer, a man
trying to repair nations destroyed by
the imperialism that McCain supports.
When the administration decides
on a speaker for my commencement in
May 2007,1 hope they choose someone who truly has devoted his or her
life to supporting peace.
And if that means inviting Farmer
to campus for the third time in four
years, then we should consider ourselves lucky.
After all, not many people have
the opportunity to witness a person
so unwaveringly ethical, and so truly
committed to social justice.

Adam is a senior in the College ofArts and Sciences.

{Catherine

A lower
tuition to
include all

Colm Willis
Universities like Boston College are turning the U.S. system of higher education into
a system of debt-based indentured servitude,
forcing today's students to trade years of
their labor for a college degree.
A friend of mine recently graduated
from the University ofPacific in California
$100,000 in debt. That number shocked
me: $100,000 is 10,000 hours of work at
$10/hour, or approximately three years of
working 10-hour days. One doesn't need to
factor in interest rates or the average liberal
arts salary ($30,958 annually, according to
the National Association of Colleges and
Employers (NACE)) to know that this is an
enormous economic burden on her. As the
middle class is asked to borrow increasing
amounts ofmoney to pay for educations that
are pushing $160,000 per degree, parents are
becoming less able to educate their children.
Students themselves are facing much of their
education's economic burden.
BC is no exception.
One of my friends who lived in CLXF
with me freshman year recently left BC
because he could no longer afford tuition.
Although BC claims to be a "different" toptier university, its financial strategy does not
put students first.
The idea behind providing a Catholic
(read: universal) education is to do God's
will by revealing the truth to the next generation. This mission was exemplified by Jesus
himself. Jesus, however, did not charge
tuition.
Understandably, BC is forced to deal with
limited resources. Tuition is a necessary part
ofrunning a university that will continue to
educate long into the future. But tuition this
year is $33,000. At Franciscan University of
Steubenville, Ohio, another Catholic university, tuition is $16,970. Evaluated based on
price, an education at BC should be roughly
twice as valuable as one at Steubenville. BC
may offer more opportunities than Steubenville, but the comparative value of each
college's liberal arts education is not that
different. A proportionally greater value is
not the reason for BC's price of tuition.
No, as a society, we have entered an age
where schools are run like businesses instead
of academies of higher education. The
people running BC are not charging what the
institution needs to continue educating. They
are setting their price based on what people
will pay.
Looking at the various study abroad programs that are run through BC, one finds that
the actual cost of these programs is much
smaller than BC tuition. Yet, BC still charges
full tuition to students who are studying
abroad in a BC-sponsored program.
1 studied at the National University of Ireland in Galway, the summer after my junior
year of high school. It cost me $1,500 for 6
credits of Modern Irish. BC students who
study abroad and take the same class pay
$6,600 to BC for those credits. BC makes
$5,100 for every two classes a BC student
takes at NUI Galway. This is immoral. BC
has done nothing to deserve that money. The
only reason it can continue to ask this price
is because we continue to be willing to pay.
With over 20,000 students applying for
less than 3,000 spots in every freshman
class, the University can charge almost whatever it likes. But a Jesuit education should
be driven by Christian morals, not by supply
and demand. A multibillion dollar endowment or the 10-year plan is not worth pricing
students out ofBC.
In our ascent to the top of the US News
& World Reportrankings we have forgotten
our purpose. In the Gospel of Matthew, Jesus
says, "No one can serve two masters; for
either he will hate the one and love the other,
or he will be devoted to the one and despise
the other. You cannot serve God and mammon [money] (Matthew 6:24)."
Yet this paradox is exactly what BC is
trying to achieve. This university was built
for the sons and daughters of poor Irish immigrants to ensure that their children would
receive a better education than previous
generations did. Yet today, BC has forced out
those same people it was built to educate.
BC needs to start fulfilling its mission
as a Catholic university. In addition to
preaching about service to the poor, it needs
to act out this service as Jesus did. Real BC
families today are facing artificially high
economic burdens imposed by the University. We must end this injustice. BC has a
moral duty to lower tuition.
Colm Willis is a Heights staff columnist. He
welcomes comments at willisc@bcheighls.
com.
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Worth the wait

Another doubleovertime thriller
goes Eagles' way
By Meg Ryan

Heights Staff
Whose idea was all this drama?
It's understood that Boston College
football wants to ensure repeat visits
by fanS and ° f
N0.238C30(20T) course '.
its alBngham Young 23
ways important
to show freshmen a good time in their first
home games. But back-to-back doubleovertime victories? That's going above
the call of duty.
The Eagles, however, just shrug such
speculation off. They outlasted another opponent, this time beating Brigham Young
30-23 in two overtimes.
The team is trained in overtime plays,
admitted sophomore Brandon Robinson:
"We just dig deep, 1 guess
we just
refuse to lose."
That willpower came in handy during
Saturday's game against BYU, in which
the Eagles started off slow in the first half.
BYU took the opening kickoff, and the
Eagles could not seem to close offpassing lanes. The soft coverage allowed the
Cougars to score after a steady drive of 11
plays over 66 yards. Senior quarterback
John Beck rushed it one yard for the first
score of the game.
Although the Eagles continued to have
difficulty controlling the game, with two
offensive fumbles following in quick
succession of the touchdown, junior
quarterback Matt Ryan threw forward to
Robinson for a 79-yard reception to the
6-yard line, both the longest of Ryan's
career and the longest in the program
since 1999.
This gave the team the momentum
to push junior Brian Toal to a one-yard
rushing touchdown at 2:09. Unfortunately,
junior kicker Ryan Ohliger missed the
extra point and the score remained 7-6 in
favor of the Cougars.
This opening set the tone for the re_____

,

_

...

See BYU, B4

CHRIS HUANG

O'Brien downplays his

record-setting day

number three of the season, but head coach
Tom O'Brien also separated himselfatop
the Eagles all-time wins list.
The win
the 69th of his career
pushed him past former head coach Joe
Yukica, who in 10 seasons compiled a
68-37 all-time record at BC.
But remember, you didn't hear it from
him.
"He definitely downplayed it. He didn't
mention it at all [prior to the game]. If you
knew about it, it was from someone else,"
said junior defensive end Nick Larkin.
And when he did finally mention it,
O'Brien was quick to divert the attention
-

Mike Swets
Asst. Sports Editor

By

-

Coming from the man himself, you'd

never know the significance of Boston
College's contest against Brigham Young
extended beyond the chance to add another
one to the win column. That's exactly what
he would want you to think.
The 30-23 win over the visiting Cougars not only helped BC notch victory

Volleyball sets up
for campaign
By

HEIGHTS PHOTO

/

BC players mob head coach Tom O'Brien after the Eagles' 30-23 double-overtime triumph over Brigham Young University Saturday. O'Brien is now the school's all-time winningest coach.

Mike Swets

away from himself.
"Since everybody's asking me about
it, I've had to think about it. 1 think it's
special, but by no stretch of the imagination do I have anything to do with it. 1
have a lot of great coaches. 1 think I said
it before that I have the best coaches in the
conference. 1 wouldn't have won a game
if these kids didn't fight the way they did
out there today," said O'Brien. "A lot of
people can take credit for a lot of this. I
just try not to mess them up when it comes
to game day."

Wins among Active ACC Coaches
Wins

Coach

&

Losses

361-107-4
191-102-4
72-38
69-42
54-11
47-30
43-21
43-47-1
38-28
30-28
25-38

Bobby Bowden, FSU
Frank Beamer, Va. Tech
Tommy Bowden, Clemson
Tom O'Brien, BC
Larry Coker, Miami
Chuck Amato, NC State
Ralph Friedgen, Maryland
Jim Grobe, Wake Forest
Al Groh, Virginia
Chan Gailey, Ga. Tech
Jim Bunting, UNC
Ted Roof, Duke

5-25^,

See O'Brien, B4

Field hockey Headed out
earns split
in Maryland
By Jessica Isner
Heights Staff

Asst. Sports Editor

paign.
Last year brought not only a new
season but 11 new teams, game
plans, and venues.
Last year was about 11 teams.
This year it's about one.
"I think it really helps having the
knowledge of being in other arenas.
We know what to expect now. We're
preparing different now. Last year
it was about focusing a game plan
around the other team. This year
we're focusing more on ourselves,
wing to be as prepared as we can,"
explained fourth-year head coach
Andrea Leonard.
In its first year as a member of the

See Volleyball, B3

Heading down'to Maryland to take on a
pair ofOld Line State foes, the field hockey
team came away with a split.
A day after falling to Maryland, Boston
College bounced back with a 6-1 win over
Towson.
Sophomore Bob Dirks racked up a hat
trick, the second of her career, to key the
BC win
No. 8 BC 6
The highlight
1
Towson
game of the trip was
B
No. 1 Maryland 5
.
,\u25a0
u
a da\ earlier, when
No. BBC 0
the Eag , es faced a
tall order, setting out for College Park,
Md. to face the No. 1-ranked Terrapins
Saturday.
The Eagles (5-2) were shut out, 5-0, by
'

See Field Hockey, B3

Weinstein
Assoc. Sports Editor
In an ACC that has the second,
third, fifth, and sixth ranked teams
in the nation, Boston College is
establishing itself as a menace early
on in the 2006 campaign.
After upsetting then-No. 8 ranked
Virginia Tech on Sept. 8, the Eagles
gave No. 2
No. 2 Virginia
3 ?,. . . n
b
Virginia CavaBC2(0T)
liersoneofits
toughest tests of the season in Charlottesville, Va., last Friday.
The Eagles played to a tie through
,

_
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Men's soccer edged in OT by Cavaliers
By Jeffrey

INSIDE SPORTS

MIKE CLARKE

BC women's soccer mustered a split for the weekend, losing to Brown and beating Holy Cross. See 83.

?

regulation before falling 3-2 in
overtime.
"We went into a big-time school
and gave them all that they could
handle," said BC head coach Ed
Kelly.
In front of a raucous crowd of
3,893 at Klockner Stadium, BC,
while out shot 18-12 in the contest,
had 10 coiner kicks to UVA's seven,
and according to Kelly had numerous chances to win the game in
regulation.
"[lt] was a fantastic atmosphere.
Right now they're undefeated, so it
was a big challenge, but I have to

Volleyball takes one in Kingston
Playing in its second weekend tournament in as
many weeks, BC volleyball wins one of three. B3

say that we, on the night, were the
better team."
It didn't take long forBC to make
an impression in its first-ever trip
to UVA.
Thirty-nine seconds into the contest, sophomore Stephen Hepburn
scored his first-ever collegiate goal,
chipping the ball into a vacant net
after Virginia keeper Ryan Burke
came out to stop a Charlie Davies
breakaway.

Perhaps the Eagles got caught up
in the euphoria of being up so early
against the second-ranked team in
the nation as moments later, the-

Double OT trend needs to stop

Fearing for his coronary health, Schwartz hopes home
games will return to ending in regulation. B4

Cavaliers answered right back with
the equalizer.
Just two minutes after BC scored,
Virginia forward Nico Colaluca
headed a Dane Murphy cross past
BC keeper Issey Maholo to tie the
game 1-1 at 2:21.
"We had a bit of a mix-up with the
first goal. You can't go up one-nothing and then give it back to them,"
said Kelly.
Virginia took the lead later in the
first half when forward Adam Cristman was taken down inside the box

See Men s Soccer, B3

Quick Six

|

One year older. One year wiser.
one of the themes the Boston
volleyball team is taking
with it throughout the 2006 cam-

ACC Roundup

B2
B5
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"They stopped us in the passing game.
They stopped us in the running game. They
beat our defense. They really just beat our
complete team."

Short

?Notre Dame junior running back Darius

in

Walker, after the Fighting Irish were defeated

by Michigan 47-21 Saturday at Notre Dame

Sports

Stadium in South Bend, Ind.

Taking AIM

GAME OF THE WEEK
No. 24 Penn State at No.
Ohio State
Where: Ohio Stadium, Columbus, Ohio
When: Saturday, 3:30 p.m.
TV: ABC

College Football

Manningham'sbig day topples ND
Michigan sophomore wide receiver Mario Manningham has a
knack for making big catches. Unlike his last-second game-winning touchdown against Penn State a year ago, his effort Saturday
was less clutch and more dominant.
Manningham caught four passes for 140 yards and three touchdowns, the last ofwhich giving No. 11 Michigan a 34-7 lead over
No. 2 Notre Dame. The Wolverines went on to win 47-21.
The Wolverines controlled the game in nearly every aspect.
Aside from Manningham's breakout effort, junior tailback Mike
Hart went over the century mark, and junior signal caller Chad
Henne threw for 220 yards along with the three touchdowns, all
to Manningham.
The defense intercepted Notre Dame star signal caller Brady
Quinn three times. Michigan's defense scored two touchdowns
and nearly returned another interception to the house. The 47
points were the most scored by a visiting team at Notre Dame
Stadium since Purdue scored 51 in 1960.

?

A week after what was billed as "Showdown Saturday" or "Separation Saturday" or what have you, the
college slate is down a bit.
The nation's top team, Ohio State, is out for revenge
for one of its two losses a season ago, and the bad news
for Penn State is that the Buckeyes already got payback
on its other loss from 2005 in high fashion. Ohio State
simply dismantled then-No. 2Texas two weeks ago, but
put in a pedestrian effort throughout the early stages of
its 34-7 win over Cincinnati.
The Nittany Lions are now two weeks removed from
a big defeat against Notre Dame, and could very easily
throw a monkey wrench into the Big Ten race by upsetting the Buckeyes in "The Horseshoe" Saturday.

NATION

Sports Calendar
DAY

BC

Cross country solid at BC Invitational

Sat., Sept. 23

Both the men's and women's cross country teams got their
fall campaigns off to a strong start Friday at the Boston College
Invitational at Boston's Franklin Park. Though Providence College
won both meets, the male Eagles finished second out of six squads,
while the BC women's team was third out offive teams.
In the women's meet, a 5,000-meter event, BC sophomore
Nichole Lister was the brightest star for the Eagles. Her fifth-place
finish in a time of 17:57 keyed the Eagles'position in third for the
meet behind both Providence and Yale.
A pair of seniors, Kristen Coon and Jessica Flinn, were the
next best finishers among BC runners, coming in ninth (18:03)
and 11th (18:09), respectively. The young blood was also well
represented by freshman Brielle Chabot. The Wellesley, Mass.,
native opened up her collegiate distance-running career with a
14th-place finish.
On the men's side, BC was unable to overtake Providence
for the meet victory despite holding two podium positions in the
8,000-meter event. PC's Ahmed Naji (24:30) nipped BC junior
Pat Mellea at the line, and Eagles senior Mark Alizzi was right
behind his teammate to claim third. The Friars' victory was keyed
by having four more runners in the top 10 and all seven of its
racers in the top 17.
BC had one more top-10 finish from sophomore David Albert,
who came in ninth.

@

NC State

4 p.m.

St. Francis-NY

7 p.m.

@

Duke

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Wed., Sept.
Sun., Sept.

7 p.m.
1 p.m.

20
24

Rhode Island
Clemson

FIELD HOCKEY
Fri., Sept. 22
Sun., Sept. 24

Auburn holds on to edge LSU

SIX

QUICK

7 p.m.

Virginia

1 p.m.

Dartmouth

VOLLEYBALL

As they always do, the Auburn Tigers walked out onto the field
Saturday linked arm-in-arm. They walked off with a gritty team effort
and a 7-3 win over visiting LSU.
The match-up of two top-six schools was a defensive struggle.
For the fourth game in a row, dating back to 2005, LSU held its opponent under 200 yards of total offense, but could not find the end
zone itself. No. 3 Auburn shut out No. 6 LSU in the second half of
the Tigers-Tigers showdown, and picked up the game-winning score
when quarterback Brandon Cox snuck one in from just a yard out
in the third quarter.
On the final play of the game, LSU's JaMarcus Russell's pass was
short of the end zone, allowing Auburn's Eric Brock to bring down
receiver Craig Davis four yards shy of a game-winning play.

Fri., Sept. 22
Sun., Sept. 24

7 p.m.

Miami
Florida State
@

1 p.m.

@

Mon.-Tue., Sept. 18-19 8 a.m.

@

MEN'S GOLF

Towson Invit.

WOMEN'S GOLF

8 a.m.

Fri.-Sun., Sept. 22-24

@

Penn State

@

UMass Invit.

@

UMass Invit.

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

Sat., Sept. 23
WOMEN'S CROSS

10:30 a.m.

COUNTRY

Sat., Sept. 23

10 a.m.

Each week the sports
section will ask three BC
athletes six questions.
This way you'll just a
little bit more than the
average BC fan.

Poe strikes again as Tigers nip UNC

Sam Wagner,
Men's Tennis
Favorite sport to watch

on TV

|

A week after delivering the game-winning goal to fell then
top-ranked Maryland, Clemson junior Danny Poe has done it
once again.
In front of 7,012 fans - the ones who didn't make the trip
to the Florida State game the next night - at Riggs Field in
Clemson, S.C., Poe delivered another game-winner, as the No.
3 Tigers (7-0, 2-0 ACC) upended visiting North Carolina (6-2,
0-2 ACC) 1-0.
Clemson is now off to its best start since 1978, when it
opened up the season at 11-0.
After a scoreless first half, Poe's tally came in the 54th
minute. Dane Richards, who had assisted on Poe's game-winner a week ago, crossed a pass to Mark Buchholz, who fed Poe
lor a strike from 10 yards out that got past UNC keeper Justin
Hughes for the goal.

8 p.m.

Tue., Sept. 19
Sat., Sept. 23

My roomate's sandwiches under my

m
cf pet peeve
Biggest
???

Emily Hannigan,

??,???

Nichole Lister,
Track and Field

Women'sLacrosse

College basketball

c|othes

Football

Track and Field

When people are messy.

When someone chews on a pen
they've borrowed from you
~,,,

|

,

AC

EVENT

MEN'S SOCCER

Co-No. 1 Deacons roll over Kent
In the loaded field hockey ACC, determining the top team
is no easy task in the early part of the season. For this week,
at least, two teams from the conference have had to share the
nation's No. 1 ranking.
While Maryland was busy dispatching BC, co-No. 1 Wake
Forest took care of business against a hapless Kent State squad.
The Golden Flashes proved to be no challenge for the Demon
Deacons, who won 7-0.
Wake Forest (8-0) got tallies from six players in continuing
its offensive prowess on the season. The Demon Deacons have
now scored 40 goals on the season while surrendering only
three.
Kent State's suffering began early and often, as Wake put of
three goals in the first 10 minutes to put the game out ofreach.
Senior netminder Krishna Gagliardi shut down Kent State in
net and earned her eighth win and fifth shutout of the year.

TIME

FOOTBALL

Fan oftheFacebook News Feed?

Not at all

I don't have Facebook

Favorite pump-up song

"Heart of a Champion"

"Welcome to the Jungle

"The War" by Angels and
Airwaves

Pick to win the World Series

Dodgers

I don't really follow baseball. The
Red Sox are out of it.

Red Sox

Any pregame superstitions?

I call my parents before every match.

put my clothes and cleats on in
the same order.

I

I always wear the same

INo

j

SPORTS

1

sports bra.
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Down and up weekend for women's soccer
By

Dan

Cagen

Heights Staff

The women's soccer team finished a
rollercoaster weekend by defeating neighboring Holy Cross
o
College 8
Boston r.
gQ
Holy Cross 0
S ix different players netted a,°.goal for
Brown 2
,
.
head coach Alison
Boston College 1 r ,
,
Foley as Boston
College improved to 5-2 overall.
As the score would indicate, the game
was a rout for the visiting Eagles, allowing the home team to register just two
shots on goal and no corner kicks in 90
minutes of play.
Freshman Melissa Gimpel spearheaded
the attack for the Eagles with two goals
and an assist, while senior captain Jenny
Maurer chipped in with two goals of her
ii

-

,.

?

??

-

?

?

own.

Friday night, on the other hand, was a
different story.
Two days earlier the Eagles failed to
seize the moment to secure a win, resulting in an 2-1 upset by Brown at Newton
Soccer Field.

The Eagles dominated the ball in the
second half and had several chances,
including a shot by junior forward Tara
Luciani that went just left of the goal and
a header by junior forward Kia McNeill
that was just shy of the top of the net, but
were unable to penetrate the stingy Bears
defense for the equalizer.
Foley said of BC's inability to punch
it in despite several quality looks, "In
games like this, you gotta take advantage
of opportunities."
The Brown defense deserves credit for
limiting the Eagles - the ACC\s highest
scoring team at over three goals a game
to just one score on nine shots. The
Bears' ability to steal the ball away on
BC's passes, particularly in the first half,
greatly disrupted the Eagles' offensive
How.
"They did a good job defending our
services," said Foley of the Brown defense.
The Bears (3-1-2) came out of the
game's opening kickoff very strong, showing a much greater desire to win than the
Eagles, who at times appeared lackadaisical. BC's early> disinterested play helped

the Bears score two early goals.
Brown's first score came at the 7:00
mark when junior defender Kerrilyn Carney headed in a corner kick from sophomore defender Julie Wu, who picked up
her first point of the season.
"We shouldn't have given it up. We
didn't defend it well," said Foley of the
Eagle's poor defense on the first goal.
The Bears quickly extended their lead
to 2-0 on a score hy senior forward Kathryn Moos (team-leading three goals) off
a through ball from freshman midfielder
Melissa Kim (team-best five assists) at
11:44 of the first half.
The Bears' second score moved Foley,
looking for a spark, to replace two of her
starting senior midfielders, Molly Dane
and Heather Ferron, in favor of freshmen
Kelly Henderson and Gina DiMartino.
The move paid off when DiMartino
connected on a one-timer off an excellent
pass from McNeill at 35:30 of the first
half within one.
McNeill's assist moved her into second
intheACC in points with 13, trailing only
DiMartino's league-leading 15.

BC senior Jenny Maurer hustles after the ball during the Eagles' 2-1 loss Friday night.

UVA hold off
feisty BC with
extra-time tally

Eagles fall to
nation's No. 1
Field Hockey, from Bl
Maryland, and although the box
score may tell one story. Eagles
head coach Ainslee Lamb took
a very positive approach to the
game's results.
"Overall, we're very happy
with our performance because
it showed that we could hang in
there with the No. 1 team in the
country," said Lamb.
The ACC opener featured a
scoring attack by Maryland that
began 14 minutes into the game
on an unassisted drive through the
lane by senior Berber Rischen.
The Eagles kept Maryland at
bay until the end of the first half,
when rookie Nicole Muracco
knocked a pass from Emily Trycinski into the circle for a goal.
Down 2-0 going into the second half, the Eagles maintained
their valiant defensive effort, led
by goalkeeper Julia Berkowitz.
Berkowitz made six of her eight
saves in the second half.
. "We actually had a pretty good
first half, but I think we got worn
down," said Lamb. "It's hard to
maintain that pressure."
The Eagles began to unravel
toward the end ofthe game, allowing Maryland to score three tirhes
in a period of three minutes.
Reigning National Player of the
Year Paula Infante got the drive

started with a breakaway down the
center of the field for an unassisted
goal. A minute and a half later,
senior Kristina Edmonds followed
with a goal on a penalty stroke.
That was closely followed by a
deflection off a comer by Janneke
van Leeuwen from Susie Rowe.
Terrapins All-American goalkeeper Kathryn Masson helped
her team earn their fifth shutout
of the season with five saves,
preserving an undefeated record
for Maryland.
BC's midfield was particularly
admirable in the contest, led by
senior captain Lauren Parks and
junior Brenna Leahy.
"Maryland especially has a
very strong midfield, and our
midfield did a great job against
them. Lauren led well until she
got injured [in the second halfj,"
said Lamb.
Following their second loss of
the 2006 season at the hands of
the reigning ACC Champions, the
Eagles had no time to be discouraged, as they bounced back in the
Towson game the next morning.
"We're taking it one game at
a time," said Lamb. "After today,
we talked about how we feel
disappointed right now and we
should feel disappointed, because
we obviously don't want to like
losing. At least we know that we
can play at that level."
-

CMAIIJUJ
Register Online:
www.bc.edu/testprep

Men 's Soccer, from Bl

NICK TARNOFF

/
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Bob Dirks scored three times a day after being shut out by Maryland.

and the Cavaliers were awarded a
penalty kick.
Surefooted, All-ACC firstteamer Yannick Reyering buried
the shot into the back of the net to
give UVA a 2-1 lead in the 26th
minute.
"The penalty kick was kind of
a questionable call. The person
he tackled, it looked like he got
a lot of the ball. That's part of the
game," said Kelly.
Throughout the second half the
Eagles had numerous offensive
opportunities, most coming via the
dangerous foot of Davies.
After a series ofBC cornerkick
opportunities late in the game,
the Eagles' sniper finally broke
through.
Davies received a nice pass in
the box from sophomore midfielder
Greg O'Neil and deposited the ball
into the goal to even the contest 2-2
with only 4:40 left to play.
For the Hermann Trophy candi-

date, it was his team-leading sixth
tally of the season, and one that
sent the game surprisingly into
overtime.
Yet BC's upset bid was quickly
stomped out in the extra frame.
Just over six minutes into
overtime, UVA's Jeremy Barlow
received a double flick off the
heads of Cristman and Reyering
and buried his shot from eight
yards out for the game-winning
goal at 96:18.
But Kelly was very enthusiastic
about his team's progress, from
going winless in the ACC just
a year ago to playing one of the
conference's premier teams very
evenly.
He spoke of getting used to
newer opponents in the team's second year in the ACC and expressed
optimism towards the future.
"This is a young team and it
is going to be a very, very good
team. We are so close. We were
very unfortunate to end up with a
loss," said the coach.

Volleyball set to face ACC s challenge
Volleyball,from Bl
ACC, the team finished just 4-18
in league play and 9-22 overall,
including three matches which
were lost three sets to two.
For the most part, the move
down south is a bit of an uphill
climb as the Eagles dipped from
the 20-win season enjoyed in their
last year in the Big East.
To counter the faster, moretalented players from the ACC,
Leonard will look to what is one of
her more experienced teams here
at the Heights.
"It helps a lot in terms ofhaving
seven seniors. They've had a lot of
playing time since their freshman
years. It gives our team more of
a calming demeanor to it," said
Leonard.

In addition to the seven sesaid Leonard.
niors are three juniors, a pair of
The Moraga, Calif, native,
sophomores and an incoming trio in her first three years with the
of freshman.
Eagles, registered 1,546 digs, inLeading the way for the Eagles cluding a 2004 effort in which she
are six returning starters, including
recorded a school-record 706.
senior captains Allison Anderson
And on the other side is Woodand Morgan Woodcock.
cock
After that, however, the two are
"Morgan's been around the
vastly different in their approach longest. She has such maturity and
to the game.
experience and really gives our
Anderson, who occupies the team great leadership and with it a
outside hitter and libera positions, lot of guidance," said Leonard.
is the all-out, all-the-time type of
Woodcock- who is a fifth-year
player not afraid to sacrifice her senior after a medical redshirt she
body, something that helped her received because of an injury in
garner first-team AII-ACC a year preseason in 2002 - has led the
ago and Big East Libero of the
Eagles in blocks since she was a
Year honors in 2004.
redshirt freshman. She has 240
"Allison really leads us physiblocks for her career heading into
cally and by example as well, the season.
She's such a fierce competitor,"
Not far behind the two captains

are senior Dorota Niemczewska
and junior Kelsey Johnson, both
outside hitters. A season ago, the
two came in one-two, respectively,
in terms of kills on the team with
Johnson recording 325 while
Niemczewska with 284.
Leonard will also rely heavily
on returning starters junior middle
blocker Abigail Hasebroock and
sophomore outside hitter Tori

Thompson.
While the Eagles got out to a
rough start, dropping their first
four matches, Leonard's squad got
back on track with a 3-0 decision
over Quinnipiac and one win in
the Rhode Island tournament (see
below) before ACC play kicks off
this weekend down in Florida with
matches against both Miami and
Florida State.

Eagles go one-for-three in Ocean State
By

Rick Wisgirda
For The Heights

Stop by:
Service Building, Room 206

The cross-country odyssey continued for Boston College.
The women's volleyball team
played in the Rhode Island Volleyball Classic this weekend against
Towson , Seton Hall, and the University of Rhode Island.
The Eagles (2-7) were hoping
to continue their momentum from
last week when they won their
first match of the year against
Quinnipiac.
The Eagles losl to Towson and
Seton Hall, but were able to finish
the weekend strong with a victory
over URI.
"It was a long time coming and
a hard-earned victory," said head
coach Andrea Leonard.
BC started [he tournament by
playing Towson Friday night. The
Tigers beat the Eagles 3-0, but BC
kept it close early on.

In the first game, the teams
were tied at 10. After that, the Eagles trailed by six points but were
able to cut the lead down to 20-16.
Towson closed it out, however, to
win 30-23. Towson won the second
game, but the Eagles kept it close
in the third.
BC trailed 24-21, but Towson
proved to be too much and finished off the sweep. Junior Kelsey
Johnson led the Eagles with 10
kills while sophomore Brittany
Pierpont tallied 27 assists.
BC played Seton Hall Saturday
morning and were unable to turn
things around.
Seton Hall won the match 3-0
over the Eagles, despite two very
competitive games.
Seton Hall pulled out the victory 30-28 in the first game, but
was able to take the second game
a little easier. 30-22.
In the third game, the Eagles
were leading 29-27 and serving for

the game, but the Pirates were able
to win four consecutive points,

winning the game 31-29.
"We were too focused on being
perfect and we kept emphasizing
errors. In volleyball, it's so fastpaced if you think about errors,
the next play is already happening
and you're going to make another,"
said Leonard.
Johnson once again led the
team with 12 kills, and Brittany
Pierpont led the team in assists
again with 35.
The BC team was able to
bounce back and leave Rhode
Island on a good note: The women
beat URI 3-1 to get their second
win of the season.
"We were able to focus on having fun and took the pressure off.
It was a turning point for us," said
Leonard.
The Eagles responded and
cruised in the first game 30-15. The
second game was a different story.

but the Eagles survived to take the
game 32-30.
URI came back to win the third
game 30-25, but the Eagles shut
the door on any chance of a URJ
comeback by winning the third
game 30-25.
Leonard described the victory
as "absolutely enormous."
"The team was so close and
they worked so hard. We kept telling them they just had to believe.
The girls really have a fire in their
eyes now," she said:
Johnson had wrapped the match
up with 18 kills, which led the team
for the third straight game.
Brittany Pierpont led the way
with an amazing 54 assists. For her
efforts, Pierpont was named to the
All-Tourney team.
The volleyball team begins
their conference schedule with a
Florida road trip, playing Friday
at Miami and Sunday at Florida
State.

The
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Eagles escape in 2nd OT

O'Brien
alone at
the top
O'Brien,

BYU. from BI
-

from Bl

And with his parents at the
game, he must have at least been
thinking about the record?
"They picked this game a long
time ago. They had no idea what
they were getting into," admitted
O'Brien with a smile.
Even with the new record,
O'Brien was still his same old self
calm, composed, and modest
even after the game as he was
lifted off the ground by more than
a handful of his players.
I lis demeanor, which occasionally gets misinterpreted by fans,
almost certainly draws on his Navy
background, in which he served as
a Marine, graduating with the rank
of second lieutenant.
And whether they realize it or
not, his players understand exactly
where O'Brien is coming from.
"He's the leader of this team.
He holds this ship together," said
senior wideout Tony Gonzalez.
Added Larkin, "He's our captain."
After his tour of active duty
ended, O'Brien returned to the
Naval Academy before joining the
Virginia staff.
Since being named the Eagles
32nd head coach in 1997, O'Brien
has resurrected a program that
was at the time deep in scandal by
-

MARC ANDREW DELEY

/
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Robert Francois tipped this BYU pass to set up the game-ending INT.
spearheading an incredible turnaround here in Chestnut Hill.
In his 10 seasons, O'Brien's
teams have been on the rise.
After back-to-back 4-7 seasons
in his first two yearsat the Heights,
BC has enjoyed one of the most
successful eras in the program's
long history. The graduating class
of 2005 left as the winningest
class at BC, finishing with a fouryear mark of 35-15. When USA
Today reordered the top 25 last
year to accommodate both academics and athletics, BC ranked

No. 1. The Eagles have won at
least eight games in six of the last
seven years.
What might be most impressive of the O'Brien era is that the
Eagles have been to seven straight
bowl games and won the last six,
the nation's longest active streak.
But at least with the day off tomorrow he can sit back and enjoy
the victory, right? .
"I'm not going to retire. I'm
just going to go try and win another
one atN.C. State," said O'Brien.
That, you heard from him.

Let's stop at 60 minutes
scopic. Like one in a trillion.
But it happened. Crazy things
tend to happen in sports. Part of

Dan Schwartz
Take over for me, Monty. I'm
in the bag.
Maybe Bob Uecker wasn't in
Alumni Stadium Saturday, but
his sentiment remains after a
second straight double-overtime
thrill ride in Chestnut Hill to start
the 2006 home slate.
After years of heartrending losses, Boston College has
delivered two instant classics at
Alumni in as many weeks.
The aforementioned hearts
of the BC faithful are no longer
being ripped out. Now they're
just beating at unsafe rates for
four-hour spurts.
So there's only one thing
to say in light of Saturday's
30-23 double-OT triumph over
Brigham Young University: I
can't do this anymore.
Another one of these games
might actually kill me.
(1 know what you're thinking. Now you want another OT
game.)

The odds of consecutive home
overtime games - especially
considering there had not been
one since 1999 - are near micro-

mainder of the game the nervewracking up-and-down ofthe play.
Neither team could gain control of
the field.
The Cougars passed the ball to
the exclusion of other plays, and
the Eagle defense could not seem
to get a handle on the situation,
consistently allowing BYU receivers plenty of time to set up passing
plays and make receptions.
"BYU exhibited a very wellorganized offense," observed
BC head coach Tom O'Brien,
the coach with the most wins in
school history. Furthermore, the
BYU blockers "were big, powerful blocks that ran through a lot
of people."
A series of missed extra points
by Ohliger and several missed field
goals by Cougar Jared McLaughlin
ensured that the game remained
close, the score seesawing from
7-6 to 13-12 to 20-13 in favor of
BC before tying at 23-23.
Both teams attempted to pull
off the last-minute win, and the
44-yard field goal attempt by
McLaughlin seemed to be the
end of the road for the Eagles, as
McLaughlin had hit a personal-best
50-yarder in the second quarter.
The attempted field goal, however, bounced off the post. BYU
gave BC another scare with 20
seconds remaining when Ryan
was intercepted by linebacker
Kelly Poppinga and BYU drove
the ball into field-goal territory.
McLaughin's 51-yarder came up
short, however, and BC got the ball
back with 8 seconds left in regulation. Ryan's last-ditch attempt
to pull a "Miracle in Miami" and
avoid overtime was foiled.
Once again, overtime couldn't
have been a sweeter experience.
The Eagles began the period on
defense, and quickly executed
some of the quickest and strongest defense seen all game. After
conservative playcalling led to a
3-and-out and a blocked Ohliger
field goal, the Eagles took the

the game. We deal with it.
Still, something needs to be
done about this. 1 came to college
to lead a lower-stress life. Backto-back double-overtime games
aren't helping.
There are three options worth
considering on how to fix this
issue.
Option one is probably the
least plausible, but it warrants
mention. One could become
clairvoyant and determine what
will happen before ever setting
foot inside the stadium.
Save yourself the heartbreak
and don't show up if things are
going to go wrong.
And if it's another thrilling
win? You'd be the coolest person
in the house. Why sweat it if you
knew that BC was going to win
anyway?
And when this happens, I'm
going back to Nov. 27, 2004 and
skipping the Syracuse game.
Option two has some legs,
even if it is morally reprehensible. One could sleep through the
contest and then arrive at Alumni
right before overtime starts and
stay until the end.
Any advocacy of this plan
was promptly shot down upon
learning that a friend slept
through the game, including the

HBmtm's

finish. Sometimes 1 hate life.
That really only leaves the
third option. Tom O'Brien and
his boys need to make up their
minds. No matter how things
end, let it end in regulation.
The revocation of a certain
BC kicker's scholarship could
play into this plan.
But win or lose, just make
sure that both teams don't have
the same score at the end of the
fourth quarter.
There are statistics that prove
that cardiac arrest lasts longer
than the sting ofyour garden-variety loss.
And it's not that I have
anywhere better to be watching
other important college football
games notwithstanding. My time
is not that valuable.
My blood pressure is.
There are worse problems to
have than winning games in extra
sessions. This much is very true.
But the team is showing serious
signs of life.
Why not ask for something
extra from them? Rather, why
not ask for justregulation?
Four quarters is enough,
thanks. It's all my poor little
heart can handle.

offensive in the second overtime.
Ryan connected on a 25-yard pass
to Tony Gonzalez for a touchdown,
and Ohliger made the extra point
his first successful PAT attempt
of the game to send the score to
30-23 Boston College.
"That's a great way to start an
overtime: Get your touchdown out
of the way and go play defense,"
observed O'Brien.
BYU attempted to pull back,
but its last shot failed when Beck's
pass was tipped by Robert Francois
and snagged by junior safety Jamie
Silva. Although the pass was originally ruled incomplete, the ruling
was reversed to an interception,
ending the game as a win for BC.
The referee spent a good few
seconds making the call, although
the ruling was reversed.
"Thank goodness we have replay this year," quipped O'Brien.
The prolonged wait while the
referee took the necessary time to
examine the play made many fans
-

nervous.

Silva, however, has a theory for
the importance of that time.
"1 guess the ref just wanted
to have a little fun for himself
ref's gotta have fun sometimes,"
said Silva.
O'Brien admitted the problems
that dogged the team during the
game. "We didn't tackle very
we couldn't get off
well today
blocks," and observed that the
Eagles "are not a pretty football
team - ever. If you do something
bad, work your butt off and get a
good one next time."
That kind of persistence is
the backbone of the BC team.
As Gonzalez remarked, "We're
always going to play our hearts
out in overtime."
"We look forward to the challenge," said star junior cornerback
DeJuan Tribble.
The question is, can the coach
stay up to the challenge of more
down-to-the-wire games?
O'Brien has the answer: "As
long as we keep winning."
Well. All right, then.
...

-

Dan Schwartz is the sports
editor of The Heights. He
welcomes comments at
schwartzd@bcheights.com.
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Scoring Summary
7

Bflgham Young
Boston College

Be there

6
6

6

0
8

10
3

0

23
30

7

First Quarter
BYU - Beck 1 run (McLaughlin kick). 10:49
BC - Toal 2 run (kick failed),2:09
Second Quarter
BYU -McLaughlin45 FG. 11:15
BYU - McLaughlin 50 FG, 6:35
8C - Gonzalez 18 pass from Ryan (kick failed), 3:22
Third Quarter
BC - Ryan run

1

(Ryan pass

lo Challenger), 8 12

Fourth Quarter
BYU - vakapuna6 pass from Beck (McLaughlin kick)
14:56
BC - Ohliger 20 FG, 10:07
BYU - McLaughlin 25 FG. 6 33
Overtime
BC - Gonzalez 25 pass from Ryan

(Ohliger kick]

Alt - 40.233

Team Statistics
BC
24
118
26
353
6-397
143
3-20
4-2
27 45

TOTAL FIRST

DOWNS
NET YARDS RUSHING
Rushes
NET YARDS PASSING
PUNTS-AVERAGE
RETURN YARDS

PENALTIES-YARDS

FUMBLES-LOST
TIME OF POSSESSION

BYU
30
116
30
436
4-483
132
9-55
2-1
32:15

Passing
BYU
Beck
McLaughlin

CMP ATT YDS TD
38
59
436 1
0
10
0

INT
2
0

BC
Ryan

CMP ATT YDS TD
29
48
350 2

INT
2

Rushing

...

complete, state-of-the-artfamily denialpractice, offering all
aspects of dentistry in a friendly, trusting and caring emmmment

Come try our

BC 30. BYU 23 (20T)

Hague
Beck

ATT
YDS
15
49
5
47
5
31
11
-15
4

BC
Whitworth
Callender
Ryan
Toal

ATT
11
8
5
2

BYU
Brown
Tonga

Vakapuna

TD
0
0
0
0
1

YDS
61
49
3
2

TD
0
0
1
1

YDS
94
108
71
46
26
24
26
22
13
6

TD
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

YDS
140
7
6
70
4
35
3
40
3
25
2
11
1
20
1
8
6
1
11

TD
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Receiving
BYU
Brown
Allen
Harline
Tonga
Reed
Meikle
Coats
Jacobson
Collie

REC
11
6
6

4
3
3
2
1
1
1

Vakapuna
BC
Robinson
Gonzalez
Challenger
Callender
Purvis
Whitworth
Koziol
Palmer
Gunnell
Smith

REC

'
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ACC

Roundup

Maryland

24
45

Virginia Tech
Duke

36
0

Georgia Tech
Troy

35
20

W. Michigan
Virginia

Boston College 30
BYU
23

Wake Forest
Connecticut

24

Louisville
Miami

31

Furman
42
North Carolina 45

W. Virginia

*

13

7

17
10

NC State
S. Mississippi

17
37

Clemson

27
20

Florida State

Block this

Wake up to a 3-0 start

By the time Clemson's Jad Dean got
a kick off, it was simply academic.
The visiting Tigers used a James Da-

Traveling up to the Northeast to
take on the University of Connecticut,
Wake Forest got off to its best start since
1987, topping the Huskies 24-13 in East
Hartford, Conn.
The Demon Deacons stifled UConn
in the red zone, including an 86-yard
interception return touchdown by defensive end Jeremy Thompson.

vis one-yard score in the waning seconds
to escape Tallahassee, Fla. with a 27-20
win over No. 9 Florida State.
The Seminoles' Tony Carter returned
a blocked extra point for a two-point
play and a blocked field goal for a
second-quarter touchdown, but the FSU
offense sputtered, mustering just one
touchdown in the defeat.

Reggie on the ball
Troy gave Florida State everything it
could handle and then some a week ago.
Georgia Tech scored 21 fourth-quarter
points Saturday to top the Trojans 35-24.
Reggie Ball set a new record for the
Ramblin' Wreck, rushing for 130 yards,
the most yards gained by a quarterback
in school history.

Blue Devils blanked
Duke didn't stand much of a chance
against the ferocious Virginia Tech
defense. The Hokies limited Duke to just
139 yards of total offense in a 36-0 rout
at Lane Stadium in Blacksburg, Va.
Virginia Tech's playmaking junior
wideout, Eddie Royal, averaged 25.4
yards per punt return, taking one for a
36-yard touchdown. Royal also chipped
in two receptions for 55 yards.

Eagles over Wolf pack
A week before Boston College comes
to town, North Carolina State
off with another set of Eagles

Cards rip 'Canes
Miami's first mistake was prancing
about on Louisville's logo before the
game, provoking a slight scuffle. Its
second mistake was showing up.
The Cardinals, even without star
quarterbackBrian Brohm in the latter
stages, took out their offenses on the
field in a 31 -7 win over the visiting
Hurricanes, rattling off all of their points
unanswered in the final three quarters.

RICH GLICKSTEIN

/

KRT PHOTO

Clemson tailback James Davis rushes for the first of his two scores in the Tigers' 27-20 road victory over Florida State Saturday night.

Best of the best

UNC's great escape

Atlantic Division
School
Boston College
Wake Forest
Clemson
Florida State
Maryland
NC State

ACC
1-0
1-0
1-1
1-1
0-0

-

0-0

-

Next Week
Overall
3-0
3-0
2-1
2-1
2-1
1-2

-

-

-

Standings

Maybe you don't know where Division I-AA Furman University is located.
North Carolina does now.
The Palladins gave UNC everything
it could handle, even leading early in the
final quarter before the Tar Heels rallied
for a 45-42 win in Chapel Hill, N.C.
Freshman signal caller Cam Sexton
led the Tar Heels to the victory in his
first-ever start, tossing two touchdowns.

of the
Golden variety.
Southern Mississippi proved to be a
rude host in Hattiesburg, Miss., picking
off three Wolfpack passes in rolling to a
37-17 victory.

Mountaineers cruise
Player of the Week James Davis, Clemson RB
Davis had one catch for 54 yards and ran for 89 yards
and two touchdowns, including the game-winner to lead
the Tigers past Florida State.

Thompson's pick for six
Wake Forest's Jeremy Thompson deked and ducked
the hapless UConn offense en route to the second-longest interception return touchdown in Wake history.

Play of the Week

squared

Coastal Division
School
Virginia Tech
Georgia Tech
Virginia
Miami
North Carolina
Duke

Virginia at Georgia Tech, Thu., 7:30 p.m.

ACC
2-0
0-0
0-0
0-1
0-1
0-2

Overall
3-0
2-1
1-2
1-2
1-2
0-3

Wake Forest at Mississippi, Sat., noon
North Carolina at Clemson, Sat, noon
Cincinnati at Virginia Tech, Sat, noon
Rice at Florida State, Sat., 3:30 p.m.
Florida International at Maryland, Sat., 6 p.m.
BC at North Carolina State, Sat., 8 p.m.
Off: Miami, Duke

The Polls

GET INTO THE BALLGAME.

Rank Team
Record
Ohio State 3-0
1
2
Auburn
3-0
2-0
3
USC
W.Virginia
3-0
4
5
Florida
3-0
Michigan
6
3-0
Texas
2-1
7
8
Louisville
3-0
Georgia
9
3-0
10 LSU
2-1
11 Va. Tech
3-0
12 Notre Dame 2-1
13 Oregon
3-0
14
lowa
3-0
15 Tennessee 2-1
16 TCU
3-0
17
Oklahoma 2-1
18
Florida St. 2-1
19 Clemson
2-1
20(t) Arizona St. 3-0

Meetings are at 5 p.m. on Mondayin the
Eagle's Nest. E-mail sports@bcheights.com
with any questions or concerns.

Votes
1,617
1,507
1,494
1,419

1.350
1,297

1,180
1,121
1,105
1,085

Broncos buck Cavs
After escaping Wyoming by a point
last week, consider it mid-major payback for Virginia.
Western Michigan shut out the host
Cavaliers in the second half and hung on
to claim a 17-10 upset win, despite not
even gaining 200 yards on offense.

USA Today Coaches Poll

Associated Press

Write for SPORTS.

Defending Big East champion West
Virginia dominated Maryland on the
Thursday night stage, taking a 28-0 firstquarter lead and winning 45-24.
Mountaineers sophomore tailback
Steve Slaton rushed for 195 yards and
two touchdowns in the win.

Pr.
1
3
4
5
7
11
8
12
10
6
14
2
18
16
13
20
15
9
NR
22
23
21

931
912
833
831
585
527
510
466
399
384
3-0
384
20(t) BC
22 California 2-1
383
19
23 Nebraska
2-1
162
143
25
24 Penn State 2-1
25 Boise State 3-0
110
NR
OTHERS RECEIVING VOTES: Alabama 94,
40,
Michigan
St. 33,
Miami 78, Rutgers 46, UCLA
Wisconsin 29, Missouri 22, Georgia Tech 19, Texas
Tech 16, Texas A&M 9, Arkansas 2, Purdue 2.

Rank Team (FP) Record Votes Pr.
1
1,572
1
Ohio State 3-0
1,493
USC
3-0
2
2
4
1,432
3
Auburn
3-0
1,359
W.Virginia 3-0
4
5
1,282
3-0
6
5
Florida
6
1,181
Michigan
3-0
13
1,178
Georgia
7
3-0
9
1,144
8
2-1
8
Texas
1,106
9
Louisville
3-0
12
10 Va. Tech
3-0
964
14
11
7
LSU
2-1
911
'18
12 Oregon
3-0
829
814
3
13 Notre Dame 2-1
781
16
14 lowa
3-0
15
20
TCU
2-1
621
16
Oklahoma 2-1
508
11
17
459
10
Florida St. 2-1
18 Arizona St. 3-0
397
23
19 Tennessee 2-1
376
17
20
366
21
California
2-1
348
25
21 BC
3-0
314
24
22
Alabama
3-0
2-1
283
NR
23 Clemson
167
19
24 Nebraska
2-1
25 Boise State 3-0
139
NR
RECEIVING
VOTES:
Penn
State 138;
OTHERS
Miami 81; UCLA 60; Rutgers 43; TexasTech 38; Michigan State 37; Georgia Tech 14; Texas A&M 9; Wisconsin 9; Missouri 7; Purdue 5; Maryland 3; Washington
3; Arkansas 2; Southern Mississippi 1; UTEP 1,

Students j ATHLGTICA j
Fly Cheaper
\u25a0

HOT YOGA AND PILATES

\u25a0

I

1065 Comm Ave. (Rear of Shaw's)

fake the Tto Babcock St. stop

I
I

check us out at

I

Sample Roundtrip Airfares From Boston to:

J
/

/

Miami

$187

Paris

$355

Atlanta

$202

Sao Paolo

$586

Los Angeles

$303

Seoul

$885

WA
I Terms: All fares

aie

based

on roundtrip travel

and include a SiudenUn.ve.se service Tee ofSS. Domestic fares include a 7.5% US transportation ux Other

\u25a0

taxes

Fates valid Mon Ihu with an 8 day
I and fees vary depending on the Itinerary
and are not included, fares are subject lo availability and change without notice.
night requited and max slay is 30 days. International lares valid Mon Wed with an 8 day advance purchase.
I advance purchase day min stay including a Sal
America lares valid for departures through Dee') Australia fates valid lor departures
I I u.opo/Asia fares valid for departures between Sep 5 and Oct M latin days,
I between Oct 1 and Dec 5. 7 day min slay required and max slay is 1?0 except f urope max stay is 90 days lurope fates only must be purchased by Sep V.
;

J

Blackout dales and other restrictions may apply.

4M&^ 9

I

I

_^^^_^^_^^^^^^^^^^?^^^?^^^^m

StudentUniverse.com

Free Parking

?

wwws ZenAthletica,cdm
617-789-3733

I
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Marimba soloist
Dog walker
Urban cowgirl*
Learn more about
Erin Towery
and telt us more
about you. Visit

"

"

.

pwc.com/bringit.
Your life. You can
bring it with you.
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CWBC

helps
students,
alumni

GREEN
with

By

Natalie Horbachevsky
Heights Staff

Within the confines ofthe Boston College campus, students often seem to have
it all a "new Ivy" education, a generally
supportive community, and a multitude
of opportunities within reach. But what
happens after they leave the comfortable grounds of Chestnut Hill? Where do
they turn to find a community outside of
campus?
Thanks to Mary Lou DeLong, vice
president in the Office of the President,
and her associates, BC women now have
the Council for Women of Boston College (CWBC) to turn to. The CWBC was
formed in 2002, during DeLong's tenure as
vice president for University Relations.
In terms of providing support for
students as they enter the world outside
of BC, DeLong sees the formation of
the CWBC as absolutely critical for the
University.
"The council came together as an executive committee and put together our
mission, our goals and it took quite a while
kind of laying the foundation of this. We
wanted to be very clear about what we
wanted to do," says DeLong.
The committee is currently composed
of 76 women, all of whom have reached
a high level of success in her individual

IVY?

By

-

Neil Johnson

Heights Staff
\u25a0ggj/fc.

Bk|

:aifip

Every summer, assorted new college
guides come out, featuring various rankings of America's colleges and universities - and America's legion of overbearing parents swarms to them, despite the
guides containing about as many updates
as a Beatles reissue or a new version of
Madden NFL.
year, Newsweek collaborated with
Kaplan to release the Newsweek-Kaplan
College Guide, and for Boston College,
the news is good: they have dubbed BC
one of "25 New Ivies," The term reflects
the growing number of top-tier universities, which Newsweek calls "beneficiaries

<m^mEbi

tThis

.

field.
The CWBC nominates its members and
DeLong says that they have high standards
for admittance to the organization.
"To be a member you must be a graduate ofBoston College or Newton College,
you must commit to serving on one of
our committees, and really participate in
our meetings and events. And you must
commit to financially support BC," said
DeLong.
As of the graduation of the class
of 2006, more than half of the alumni
population is female. The CWBC seeks
to involve women in alumni relations, an
area in which they have been significantly
less involved in than men.
As an organization, the CWBC also
seeks to affect all BC women, not only
alumnae.
"Our mission is to increase the involvement, the engagement, and the leadership
of alumnae with the University. We also
want to be a resource for the University, a
resource for students, both undergraduate
and graduate, a resource to other alumni,
whether they're younger alumni or people
going through a transition, and a resource
for faculty."
Although alumnae are the only full
members, undergraduate female students
now have input in the CWBC.
"Last year we formed a Student Advisory Board for the Council," says DeLong.
"We had nine young women last year and
they represent all four years and all your
schools."
Kate Goggins, A&S '07, and a member
of the Student Advisory Board, understands the need for a separate group specifically for female students and alumni.
"A lot of the donations k that Boston
College receives are from very successful males, so 1 think it's important that
we have a council for women to try and
generate not just only money for BC but
also time," says Goggins.
Frances Macias-Phillips, A&S '07, is a
senior member of the Advisory Board and
says that the students' role in the CWBC
is "trying to direct more initiative toward
students and letting them know that there's
this great resource."
While members of the Student Advisory Board are asked to join, the CWBC
reaches out to any student who wants to
be involved.
"It's easy to become involved with
the CWBC. Attend our events, talk to
the student advisers, e-mail anyone on
the council itself," says Macias-Phillips.
There will be a table set up for Student
Activities Day on Tuesday and the CWBC

In addition, BC rose six spots, from 40

rankings, the ultimate in the world of finicky, fluctuating college rankings.
Looking at titles and rankings such as
these, one can conclude that this was an
auspicious summer for BC. Coupled with
the increase in applications, these titles
seem to show BC's increasing stature,
among American schools.

Icolades,

,

both because of the sense of pride

looked upon favorably," said Chris Williams, A&S '08, "but certainly it is a
sense of pride for my school for us to be
up-and-coming."

.;

J

See Rankings, C3

4Boston leader gives back to the CTA
If there is one thing that is engraved
in all of our minds as students at Boston
College, it's the Jesuit tradition of "men
and women for others." It is easy to find
students who willingly give up their time
to volunteer weekly or those who do service trips all around the world. It's a little
harder to find someone at BC who was
once one of the people that BC students
were helping. Adrienne Andry, A&S '07,
is the exception.
Andry spent her grade school years at
the Commonwealth Tenants Association
(CTA) youth programs. "Now a senior
at BC, she is a tri-captain of the service
group 4Boston and has once again found
herself at the CTA - although these days,
she experiences the program from the
other side.
"1 have a passion to be there in the
community helping in any way I can,"
says Andry. "I just try to be a positive

presence."
A native of Brighton, Mass., Andry's
path to BC wasn't simple. While many
students here are second, third, or even
fourth-generation college students, Andry
is the first generation of her family to at-

tend college.
Her mother graduated high school and
her older sister went on to college, so the
pressure was on Andry from the beginning. Although her mother was on welfare
all throughout her childhood, she sees that
as an advantage she had.
"Most of the other kids' parents were
working all the time. My mom was there
for me and 1 attribute where I am today to
the support of my mom," she says. Both
her mother and her sister put the pressure
on Andry to go to college and had no doubt
that she would be successful.
Andry grew up attending the afterschool program at the CTA. The CTA
provides an after-school program for
underprivileged children, providing tutoring services and numerous other activities
including playing sports, watching movies, and much more.
Although Andry may not fit the profile
of what people characterize as the "typical
BC student," she feels that BC is the one
place where she fits in.
"As soon as 1 stepped foot onto the
BC campus, 1 knew it was right for me,"
she says.
Andry was different from most of the

See 4Boston, C4

INSIDE FEATURES
THIS ISSUE

Andry with her CTA tutor, Alysa Soran, BC '05, a volunteerthrough the PULSE program, on
their last day together. Andry attended CTA youth programs since she was six years old.

See CWBC, C3

Horoscopes

PopQuiz

If John Michalczyk of the fine arts department
weren't a professor, he would C2
...

What's in your future? Love? Happiness?
Good grades? Find out inside. C3

'

By Kristen Kelly
For The Heights

Fashion Column
Student Life Column
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LAST CALL

PASSION FOR FASHION

What girls and guys
really want infashion
Jess Bennett
Has your A-game been suffering with the opposite sex? (If
you have to spend more than five
seconds thinking about it, saddle
up, partner, it's probably true.)
Well. I'm hereto help.
Whether it's Wednesday and
you're at The Kells or just going off campus to a house party,
looking good is a big confidence
booster. Not all of us look like
Cindy Crawford or have the
hotness of Jake Gyllenhaal, but
confidence is attractive in its own
right. (Yes, you heard that here,
not on Dr Phil)
September is all about impressions. From first impressions for
freshmen to reuniting as an entire
class for seniors, people want to
dress to impress. Maybe it's that
boy in your biochem class who
makes it worth going at 10 a.m. or
the girl you see at Hillside drinking coffee - clothes are a big part
of people's perception ofyou.
Though that sounds as shallow
as a kiddie pool, it's true. So you
want to get the attention of a certain someone, but how? To answer
this question, 1 asked some guys
and girls one simple question:
How do you like the opposite sex
to dress?
Girls like:
"A big hoodie so 1 can climb
in," says Allie Lastowski, A&S
'07.
"Clean cut. Keep it simple,"
says Taryn Gervais, A&S '07.
And my favorite: "Not like a
woman," from Kasey Hill, CSOM
'07.
The general consensus is put
best by Jen Pascual, A&S '07.
"Basically, the guy just needs
to look well put-together because
sometimes a simple T-shirt and
jeansreally do work, but let's
not forget that a suit and tie does
wonders for a man," she says.
Personally, 1 don't go for metrosexuals: boys who primp and
take longer to get ready than I do
(I am the queen of the five-minute
shower).

My simple advice to guys: take
a shower, brush your hair, add
some cologne, a button-down shirt
(collar down), jeans, shoes, and
you're good to go.

One thing to avoid is the hair
gel. Girls don't want to have to
carry around band-aids in their
bag in case they touch your hair
and get cut. Short hair like the
buzz cut is sharp, clean-looking
and most importantly low-maintenance.

Boys like:

Suits, ties,

POP QUIZ...
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Getting boys to talk fashion
is a great pick-up line at a bar...
NOT. My friends looked at me
and shrugged their shoulders,
the body language equivalent of
"men."
I felt like the dentist pulling
teeth. It seems that boys don't
have a predetermined set of
characteristics like girls do, but
I did manage to get the following (Girls, I apologize for this in
advance): "black pants," from Phil
Keffer, A&S '07, to "a tank top
and a long necklace," from Brendan Hughes, A&S '07, to "scandalous," CT, CSOM '08. (1 won't
give his full name because he still

has another year and 1 want him
to have friends.) Basically, just
dress like you're clubbing it.
1 did some external research
outside of Boston College and
asked my closest guy friend the
same question. His response:
"Just don't wake up 10 minutes
before class and throw some
rags on. To me that says, 'I've
given up on life, so I'm just
gonna wear sweatpants today.'"
Another friend says: "I'll start
liking it [girls' fashion] as soon
as they start wearing overalls
again." Wow. Law school clearly
has made him insane.
Well, there you have it. Just
remember, wear what makes you
feel good. If you're debating on
a shirt, go back to the closet and
get something else.
You'll have a much better
time out if you're not thinking about whether wearing that
striped shirt that resembles gift
wrap makes you look loolish
(answer: yes).
When in doubt, dress how
you want, for my roommate Alison Reilly, A&S '07, she's got a
simple motto: "Sexy."

Ximena Ramirez
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Jess Bennett is a staff columnist for The Heights.
She welcomes comments at

bennettj@bcheights.com.

STUDENT LIFE

A revolution to bring back the wonder that was the Rat

In the spirit of McSweeney's and the
great Dave Eggers, J now present you
with an open letter to people or entities
who are unlikely to respond.
Dear the Rat,
First and foremost, I would like to
apologize on behalf of all of the undergraduate population of Boston College
for your extinction.
1 have read on the Dining Services
Web site that you were "re-vamped" in
your prime due to "extensive surveying
of our customer base." Please realize
that neither my friends nor 1 were ever
asked to evaluate you and that we miss
you dearly. There has even been a Facebook group dedicated to your ascension
back to Middle Campus.
Oh, hark, sweet champion dogger of
cholesterol! Where have you gone? The
days of yore have passed when 1 could
add a little zing to my iceberg lettuce
salad with the deep-fried spices of your
succulent shrimp. Past are the riches of

your veggie burger so heavily fried that
the grease soothed my meat-free body!
How could I forget the bountiful, warm
salsa con queso that lingered in the dullfaced catering tray for hours? I miss how
your do-it-yourself waffle maker that sat
lonely in the late morning hours with the
solitary smelter stain of the only person
who actually put in the effort to make
his or her own waffle.
Dearest Ratskellar, 1 remember how
you brightened the days of so many
students!
1 would hastily rush down the Lyons
steps after a morning shift at the CTRC
knowing just how happy a hot pretzel
with mustard would make me. Only you
could oblige such an exclusive craving.
As I paid with one swipe ofmy Eagleone card, occasionally I would look
around at the happy faces surrounding
me.

Friends gathered at your large, round
tables to enjoy some coffee, greasy
mozzarella sticks, and a handful of salty,
limp French fries. Companions bonded
over your fatty food, your oily objects
of desire.
They loved you and your tasty treats,
for you, oh Rat, you helped build the
relationship between gastronomy and
the freshman 15.
I'll admit it. I've made my mistakes.

1 feel humbled now to admit them when
mourning the loss ofyou. At times 1
belittled your existence calling you the
"McDonald's of Middle Campus or the
Burger King ofBC." 1 degraded you to
a mere chain of billion-dollar, fast food
corporations.
1 am so sorry, Rat. Your being and
essence was so much more prolific than
even 1 could have imagined. You were
not simply a stop-and-shop, greasy
spoon, but a mark upon the lives of
BC students. You nurtured us when we
were late to class or had a hankering for
processed meat dipped in cheese and
wrapped in a tortilla. We ate your food,
left our wrappings behind, and abused
our privilege to enjoy the one, the only,
the Rat.
What are we left with now? There
is a "Grab and Go Commissary" that
brags innovative sandwich flavors like
the "peanut butter fluffernutter" or the
ground-breaking "teriyaki salmon on
noodle salad" for the health-conscious.
What taste-bud tinglers are these? 1
doubl the cold, bitter noodle salad
could satisfy a patron like a doublecheeseburger in red, checkered wrapper
could. How could a meager refrigerated
sandwich compare to the likes of a zesty
cheese steak wrap?
Dining Services adds to the list of

.

Jen Schiffner

The reality of senior year and
life I mean real life hit me hard
Tuesday while idly walking through
Gasson. 1 was in a bit of a hurry,
trying to run in quickly and drop off
an application before heading over
to class. Instead of the usual Boston
College student gear I would normally encounter, I was bombarded by
a sea of suits, ties, and heels. Where
were my fellowBC seniors running late for class or wearing sweats
nursing a hangover? It seems a gTeat
deal of them were disguised in "real
people clothes." What in the world
was going on?
As it turns out, the Carroll School
of Management career fair was being
held in Gasson. As a faithful Arts and
Sciences student I didn't expect the
suits and ties to break out for another
few weeks when BC's larger career
fair would be taking place, but apparently the CSOMers are beating us
to the punch. And from the looks of
it, they are doing a pretty damn good
job about it.
So how does one put their best
foot forward at the career fair? Well,
after speaking to a bunch offellow
BC students that attended the CSOM
career fair, 1 picked up a bunch of
great advice that is bound to be
helpful to the rest of us at Thursday's
annual Career Fair in Conte Forum.
First impressions are lasting
impressions, so let's start there. You
most definitely can't show up at the
Career Fair wearing the jeans, shirts,
and backpack you sport to class. You
need to take time out before to plan
an outfit that is appropriate for meeting possible future employers
"Dress sharp: no jeans, no
wrinkles, no gum. You want to look
presentable," says Bridget Griffin,
CSOM, '07. The right kind of outfit
can give you the right attitude and
confidence to nail the career fair.
Bottom line - dress to impress. Once
you have your outfit figured out, it's
time for a game plan. It's easy to get
caught up in the glitz."
"I would say not to be drawn only
to the big-name companies," says
Darren Bielawski, CSOM '07. "The
smaller ones have a lot to offer too
and are more likely to hire you. It is
good to go to the big-named firms,
but don't waste all ofyour time on
them and forget about the smaller
ones."
After you choose which companies you want to approach at the
career fair, it's important to know
how to communicate with them and
highlight your best features.
"You want to be assertive," says
Griffin. "Give out your resume and
ask for business cards. Also, it's
really important to takes notes on
your conversation after you speak
to future employers you are serious
about so you can follow up later with
an e-mail that is more personal than
the rest."
Nerves are natural, but can be easily avoided. "These people want to
meet and help you," says Nick Nigro,
CSOM '07. "Keep an open mind, be
prepared, and don't be shy."
CSOM students weren't the only
ones gunning for the financial jobs.
Katie Giblin, LSOE '07, was also in
attendance proving that the business
world is for the likes of all sorts of
people and majors.
"Be normal and laid-back and
remember you are interviewing them
just as much as they are interviewing
you. If you walk in and talk to these
people like they are some of your
parents' best friends and make an
effort to find some common interest,
they will remember you a lot better
than the other 1,000 kids that asked
them the typical, 'What do you like
best about your job?' questions," she
says.
On Thursday the rest of us will
have the chance to show offour best
qualities. No one ever said growing
up was easy, so dress to impress, be
assertive and confident, and always
remember to follow up. Good luck

-

"new and improved" delectable delights
by including such desserts as the "Jell-o
cup;" or for those of us who really want
to live life on the edge, they now provide the "sugar free Jell-o cup."
How 1 yearn for the days when 1
could stop by and grab my favorite dessert - a rainbow, chocolate-chip cookie
that could not be found anywhere else
on campus.
On a final note: Words cannot express
the deep remorse 1 feel toward your
annihilation and the facade of improved
food Dining Services has erected in your
place. A part of me feels that a little bit
ofBC's soul left when you departed this
mortal coil.
What can the students do without
you, beloved Rat? Can I possibly lament
the loss ofyou in the hopes that you will
be revived? It's a possibility. 1 know
there are students on this campus who
adored your every crumb and are now
at a loss for their nutritional ingestion. 1
advocate a resistance!
Fellow comrades of caloric intake,
rise up! Join the Facebook group! Write
to the administration! Bring back the
-

Rat!

-

seniors!

is

Jen Schiffner
staff columnist for The
Heights. She welcomes comments at
a

schiJfnerj@Bcheights.com

Ximena Ramirez is a staff columnist
The Heights. She welcomes comments at ramirezx@bcheights.com
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Alumnae aid current Eagles
invites all students to come and see
what they can do to get involved.
The Student Advisory Board
helps the CWBC plan many ofthe
events that reach undergraduate
students, such as its "Beginning
the Journey" series. There is one
for every undergraduate school,
and they take place on weekday
nights throughout the fall.
"Essentially, it's a panel of
alumnae and each of them talk
about their careers, but they also
talk about life in general and some
of the choices that come your
way," said DeLong. "We usually
have three or four panelists and a
moderator."

Macias-Phillips expressed great
expectations for "Beginning the
Journey" this year.
"1 think the Beginning the
Journey program is such a great
resource and great opportunity
for young women at this school
because even though we have the
Career Center, it's really reassuring to see the successful woman
that you know you've shared the
same education and experience
with," she says.
Goggins shares her enthusiasm
for the program.
"It's a good way to calm down
because sometimes BC says 'you
need to have everything figured
out before you graduate,' but this

is just a very informal setting to
listen to a lot of very successful
women," says Goggins.

In addition to a panel discussion, the "Beginning the Journey"
program will also focus on interviewing skills, the benefits of
internships, and resume writing
tips. The program is open to all
undergraduates.
The CWBC also runs "Beginning the Journey" programs for
Boston College Law School and
the Carroll Graduate School of
Management.
In addition it runs a program
called "Continuing the Journey,"
aimed at graduates who have been
out of school for at least 15 years
and have either left the workforce
and want to return or want to
switch careers and need advice on
how to proceed.
The CWBC also helps sponsor
at least one women's athletic event
per season on campus, sponsors an
event with the McMullen Museum
at least once a year, and organizes
a speaker series for alumni at the
BC Club.
For students, one of the most
successful CWBC programs is the
mentorship that pairs juniors with
alumnae who work in their field of
interest. DeLong notes that there is
a huge field of women looking for
a way to give back to BC and mentoring is one of the most popular
options. While some mentorships

HOROSCOPES
By Andy

Beginning the Journey program
schedule for undergraduate students:
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

3: LSOE

4: A&S
10: CSON
17: CSOM

"I think it shows that BC is on
the rise," said Patrick Bianchi,
A&S '08. "I think in 30 years,
we'll be even more proud of a
BC degree than we are now. This
is a good sign that we are getting
some recognition outside the BC
community."
But for many in BC's community, the rankings do not accurately
assess the college. In his four years
of high school, Nate Keegan, A&S
'09, spent his time, like many of
his peers, accumulating impressive titles and experiences for his
college application.
Between participating in four
varsity sports and numerous clubs,
Keegan said he was "never really
excelling at anything as well as I
could, because 1 was too busy."
When the time came to apply
to college, Keegan, again like so
many of his peers, sent applications to colleges of all standings.
Keegan, though, had more successes than the vast majority of
his fellow applicants he was accepted into MIT,Notre Dame, and
the Georgetown School of Foreign
Service, among others.
Immediately, friends and family assumed his choice was made.
"There was a lot of pressure from
my family to go to Notre Dame
or MIT because my sister went to
Notre Dame and MIT was the best
school I was accepted to," said
Keegan. But Keegan was hesitant.
He came to BC.
Rankings of this type get criticized heavily for any variety of
reasons. Dean of Enrollment
Management Robert Lay, who acts
as BC's liaison to the US News
& World Report, noted that most
universities get frustrated with
constantly shifting methodology.
Lay and others from BC meet
twice annually with the US News
& World Report, the first meeting coming in a few weeks in
Pittsburgh, Pa. to discuss the
most recent rankings, and once
in Washington, D.C. to discuss
possible improvements with the
rankings.
Lay notes that no matter the
content of these discussions, and
no matter the accommodations of
both sides, the process is frustrating.
"They do listen, but the Catch-22 is the more we talk to them
the more they're likely to make
changes from year to year. Frankly,
that is what drives people crazy,"
he said.
"The fact is, there's a certain
error that's built in to the rankings
because everything is changing
all the time, so you're trying to
deal with the moving targets problem. You're improving, but other
improvements are made at other
universities."
Lay repeatedly stressed the
two-sided nature of the rankings.
While they are important for BC's
-
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MattJianas

Capricorn
Dec. 22

Jan. 20

-

The stars realize you were just being cautious, but rearranging the
rabbit's body to make it look like an accident just wasn't necessary.

Aquarius
Jan. 21 -Feb. 18

concentrate solely on career help,

ing a new type of membership for
women who also "are looking for
a way to give.back in gratitude for
what they feel was given to them
as a student," says DeLong.
"We're launching a new category of memberships that's going

many others morph into genuine
friendships. Of her experience with
members of the CWBC, MaciasPhillips is encouraged.
"Before this, I didn't know
anyone, not a single alumna except
for friends' parents. I've developed
very close relationships with some
of the women that sit on the council and their mentoring has really
just made a huge difference for
what J'm at in my future plans.
They've been so helpful and just
have been a great resource for me
personally," she says.
As for the future, the CWBC
hopes to keep expanding its alumnae base and programs.
"There's continual growth in
the engagement ofalumni with the
University," says DeLong. "Today
we do a better job of reaching
out to all of our alumni. One way
the CWBC seeks to expand the
involvement of alumni in their
particular organization is by add-

to be called the 'Associates.' This

is for alumni who maybe don't
have as much time to commit and
maybe can't give at the level that
full members do."
DeLong also notes that the
CWBC will try to expand the role
students play in the organization,
and try to create a more diverse and
more impactful Student Advisory
Board.
"It's really a committed group
of women," said DeLong. "We
really get things done. I think its
future impact will be even greater.
For me, it's really important that
we get the attention ofthese women who have gone to school here
and just say, 'Don't forget about
us. We're a great place.'"

You just can't wait to watch Dr. House break all the rules in this
week's episode of House on Fox.

Pisces
Feb. 19 March 19
-

You never thought being an English major would have such an
effect on the your worldview until this week when, while babysitting,
you become so overwhelmed by the duality and character dichotomy
in MosePs Tiki Tiki Tembo that you begin weeping in front of an 8year-old child and are forced to leave the room in shame.

Aries

March 20 April 19
-

The thing you look forward to most about throwing a party in your
off-campus house is kicking out the random freshmen that show up.

Taurus
April 20 May 20
-

The flowering metaphor and highbrow adjectives you use in your
philosophy paper will fail to cover up the fact that you did not do the
reading and have no idea what the hell you're talking about.

Gemini
May 21 June 20
-

You appreciate your economics professor's ability to come up
with sample problems that are analagous to your everyday life as a
college student.

Allure of BC not tied to rankings
Rankings, from CI

Mauri

.

CWBC, from Cl

3

stature as a university - "It probably takes way too much time,"

he noted, "but the alternative is to
try to ignore it, and no one's been
successful doing that" they are
only useful in conjunction with
deeper research and visits to the
University.
What Lay instead finds most
important are what he termed the
more "impressionistic" judgments
of schools that Newsweek and
guidebooks like Barron's take into
-

account.

"The real power ofBC has been
that our reputation of students,
parents, counselors, and general
public has gone up because students who attended here have gone
out and talked about what a great
educational experienceit has been
personally," said Lay.
The power of these rankings
are taken very seriously in some
realms, though. Last year, the
Carroll School of Management
finished 23rd in a Business Week
poll of the top undergraduate
business programs. The CSOM
administration found the results
underwhelming.
In an e-mail that Richard
Keeley, associate dean for undergraduates in CSOM, sent out
Friday, he noted that 23rd was
"a disappointing result when you
looked at some of the schools
ranked ahead of us whose admissions standard are not as competitive as ours, and whose graduates
often did not earn starting salaries
on a par with ours."
In addition, he noted that the
school had taken measures last
year to attempt to boost its standing, including rejecting many
applicants for internal transfer

admissions, in what he called a
"first, inadequate, and controversial" response.
But when a person looks at
rankings of any sort, which Lay
calls "one dimensional," they can
see none of the attributes that so
many people feel makes BC a different university. Keegan could
have gone to a school like MIT,
which has a stranglehold on the top
five ofUS News rankings. Instead,
he took his time after receiving his
acceptances.
"1 went on visits at each one
of them," said Keegan, "and 1 just
found 1 completely subscribed to
BC's Jesuit approach to education."
This is what Lay said he hopes
of all parents and students that
they come visit BC and see what is
there. When they look at the final
rankings as a sort of objectively,
infallibly correct measure of the
"goodness" of colleges in 2005,
they miss much that BC offers.
"People will say 'I hear BC's
a great school, but Georgetown
is 25 and BC's 34.' We're not trying to be like any of these other
schools. It distorts the way people
think about BC in pretty obnoxious
ways," said Lay.
Notably, other schools named
"New Ivies" ranged from tiny,
hidden liberal arts colleges like
Bowdoin to enormous public universities like Michigan.
So what to make of this appointment as a "New Ivy"? Certainly thenational attention is good
for BC's future.
Certainly it is good for BC's
current students' prospects to attend a university whose stock is
rising.
-

But some Jesuits seemed uninterested in rankings of this nature,
stressing that BC should not try
and define itself on anyone else's

Cancer
June 21- July 22
Don't let anyone tell you what you can and cannot do. You can

accomplish anything you put your mind to
especially when you're
packing heat like Maurice Clarett.
...

Leo

terms.

Rev. Robert Farrell, S.J., who
has been around BC for 20 years,
simply stressed the idea that BC's
mission is much different than that
of other schools. The titles meant
very little to him.
"Many years ago, Yale and
Harvard were founded as religious
schools," he said. "But they jettisoned their religious affiliations.
BC has developed and strengthened its religious affiliation."
While Farrell has been at BC,
the University has increased enormously in national stature, but
he attributes the greatness of BC
mostly to the student body and
their passions, such as the Kairos

July 23

August 22

An extensive, late-night conversation with your roommate this
past weekend has given you a renewed appreciation for the ability
to generate coherent thoughts because apparently some people just
aren't so lucky.

Virgo
Aug. 23

-

Sept. 22

When life hands you lemons, isn't it just easier to piss and moan?

Libra
Sept. 23 Oct. 22
-

Sure, you could have given a better effort to save that man from the
burning car. But come on, it was really hot.

Scorpio

retreat.

"BC, in its education of the full
person far surpasses anything the
Ivies have to offer," said Farrell.
Keegan, in the end, said he has
been extremely satisfied with his
decision. "1 regretted my choice
for about the first semester of
college, mostly because it was a
difficult adjustment for me. Once
1 actually remembered why 1 came
here, I never looked back," said
Keegan.
"Where else can a math and
linguistics major go on an Arrupe
trip, speak at a Cuban democracy
convention, spend the summer volunteering at Haley House, study at
the University of Iceland, and get
a first-rate education?
"1 didn't come to college to get
a major," he said. "1 came to college to get an education."

-

Oct. 23 -Nov. 21
On the positive side, your hallway came together this week when it
was able to reach its first unanimous decision of the year. Unfortunately, they all think you're the creepiest kid they've met all year.

Sagittarius
Nov. 22 -Dec. 21
While you've always believed that laughter is the best medicine,
you're starting to second guess your decision to put Pee-Wee Herman
in charge ofyour cancer treatment.

7-fave vjou thouahtabout...
...

becoming a

Catholic?

<Do you have Questions about...
...

WIN YOUR OWN

$10,000
TRUST FUND
ENTER TD WIN AT:

www.TrustFundUuing.com
StudentUniverse.com

now to become
a

Catholic?

For information about becoming a Catholic,
call or email:
Sister Mary Sweeney, SC
Office of Campus Ministry McElroy 228
617-552-3645
mary.sweeney.4@bc.edu
-
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Student
returns to

familiar
program
4Boston, from CI
other kids she grewup with because of her
mother's encouraging presence at home
and her sister's college example, she says.
She took advantage ofthe programs at the
CTA that the volunteers from BC's group
4Boston volunteered at after school.
She was also actively involved in the
Boys & Girls Club at the West End house.
She had a PULSE tutor that BC provided
from age 9 until she graduated from Boston Latin.
Unlike some of the other kids, Andry
looked forward to the CTA programs,
and when she was old enough, she started
tutoring some of the younger kids. While
discussing her background, she noted
that while she had big dreams of going to
college and becoming a teacher or a brain
surgeon, her friends "weren't looking that
far ahead."
But Andry, and all the tutors and volunteers at BC, knew that she was going
to go far. Her primary goal was to go to
BC, and they were all willing to help her
get here.
From the first day Andry came in
contact with the BC volunteers, she knew
she wanted to be like them. There was
something better out there, and she was
going to find out what it was.
Three yearsago, Andry arrived at BC,
but hardly for the first time. She had visited numerous times as a kid on trips with
her PULSE tutors and field trips with the
4Boston volunteers.
All through elementary school and
at Boston Latin, Andry had high hopes
for the future while most of her friends
didn't graduate high school, let alone go
to college.
"A lot ofmy girlfriends I grew up with
have kids," she says.
When Andry enrolled at BC, she finally
found a place where she fit in, where her
peers had big aspirations, too.
But Andry never forgot about where
she came from. The paths that her friends'
lives have taken are only greater inspiration to Andry to give back to her community, she says.
When Andry finally arrived at BC, the
first thing she did was sign up for 4Boston,
the program that helped her get where
she is today. She wanted to give the same
opportunities to the kids at CTA now that
she experienced as a child.
"4Boston is about building bridges.
Everyone can find some common ground
with whoever they are helping," says Matt
Hamilton, a fellow 4Boston volunteer and
A&S '09.
Andry already had that bridge built.
She quickly became involved in the CTA
placement, which works to "improve the
quality of life for the Commonwealth
Housing Development residents through
advocacy, education, organization, employment and youth programs," according
to the placement's mission.
Andry got involved with the youth programs, which involve leadership seminars,
cooking, and a drug and alcohol awareness
program.
She became a council member of 4Boston two years ago and is now a tri-captain

Clockwise from above: Some of the children Andry works with at the CTA. Andry (far right) with her first tutor Mimi (second from right), her neighbor, and his tutor, also a former BC
student at the tutor appreciation party. Andry (far right), her tutor, and Andry's neighbor ice skating at the Cleveland Circle rink on a field trip.

of the volunteer group built on the three

get jealous; he's not going to want to listen
to them," she says.

pillars of spirituality, social justice, and
community.
Although Andry does believe she has a
leg up on theother volunteers, she doesn't
think that she is the only one who can

Andry tries to prevent the tutors and
volunteers from getting discouraged, for
she is living proof that they can help. As
for the kids, having Andry as a bridge between the CTA kids and the BC volunteers
makes it easier for the kids to accept the
volunteers and let them educate and guide
them, she says
Andry makes sure that those who are
close to graduating high school don't get
discouraged by financial problems. She
begins by guiding them through the hectic

make a difference. She tries to pass on her
experiences not only to the kids at CTA but
also to the BC volunteers.
"Sometimes the volunteers have
trouble connecting to the kids because the
kids are distracted by their material possessions. When a BC kid comes to CTA
carrying an iPod, an 8 year old is going to

CLASSIFIEDS
Campaign Jobs to Defeat the
Republicans! $1,400-$2,200/ month!
Had enough of Bush and his
Republican Congress? Work with
Grassroots Campaigns, Inc. on

Spring Break 2007 Celebration
20th Anniversary w/SunSplash.
Free trip on every 12 before Nov.l.
Free Meals & Parties, Hottest Deals
Ever. Hottest Spring Break. 1 (800)

behalf of the National Democratic
Party to elect Democrats this fall.
FT/PT/lntern. Downtown Boston.
CallJean (617) 338-7882.

426-7710. www.sunsplashtours.

(617)731-0300.

Growing up and knowing what influence people can have over other people,
she hopes she can change the life of at
least one child. Someone changed hers,
and now the least she can do is pay it

forward.
"Most people from CTA who do go
on to college never come back," she says.
"Through volunteering and giving up a
part of yourself, you may not change the
world but you can change the life of at
least one person."

Face the Facts

...

Babysitter wanted We are looking
for a swee(
reliable babysitter for our two daughters, 8& 5.
Flexible hours but available at least
until the end of this academic year
Own car (for occasional after school
pick-ups), non-smoker, references.
Excellent pay. Please call (617)5276897 or e-mail Robjim@massmed.
org.
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HAPPY 21st BREGANI! About
damn time, kid. Today, one thought
comes to mind: Whale or squirrel? Maybe you'll take in a play
that night. Sandwiches? All jokes
aside, we love you. Rock out tonight. Make sure there is unlimited
juice this party is gonna be OFF
THE HOOK! <3 Cait and Christy

even toyed with the idea of applying for
a job at CTA.

college application process, and when
the time comes she helps them with their
financial aid forms.
She also makes sure they know where
to find scholarships and grants that she
wouldn't have known about if it wasn't
for her tutors and mentors.
She hopes to maintain involvement
with the CTA post-graduation.
"There's no place I'd rather be," she
says. Andry hopes to go on to graduate
school for social work somewhere in the
Boston area so she can continue being
an influence in children's lives. She has
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Bottled water provides few

&

Science

benefits compared to tap

the EPA estimates that nearly 25
percent of all bottled water originally comes from tap water.

Paul Symansky
The bottled water industry has
steadily been growing ever since
Perrier released one of its most
persuasive ad campaigns in the
mid-19705. Claims of unsafe tap
water in the 1980s and 1990s further influenced the public to make
bottled water its primary source of
water. What you likely don't know,
however, is that bottled water is
subject to different standards and
regulations than municipal water supplies. By most standards,
bottled water isn't any cleaner or
purer than its cheaper and more
accessible counterpart.
Bottled water has actually been
around much longer then most
realize. It was originally offered
to the very affluent when they
couldn't make time to get to their
favorite springs in the mid-1800s.
Visiting natural springs used to be
a favorite pastime of the wealthy,
as many springs were thought to
hold medicinal attributes. Further
driving the craze for spring water
was the fact that municipal water
supplies were often of very poor
quality. Soon enough, a few entrepreneurs began to bottle spring
water and ship it across the world.
Perrier, one of the world's leading
bottled mineral water suppliers,
was created this way.
Fortunately, much has changed
since those times. Science has
proven that natural springs don't
possess any special healing powers, per se. ( Research has shown
that heightened levels of minerals and other elements may
have actually been responsible
for helping to heal visitors of
natural spring, and leading to the
notion of medicinal springs in

Bottled water is convenient, portable, and safe, but offers no other benefits compared with modern tap water.
the 1800s.) More importantly, the
Safe Drinking Water Act ensures
that all municipal water provided
in the United States is held to unbelievably strict safety and cleanliness standards. With that in mind,
it begs the question: How much
better than tap water can bottled
water really be, if at all?
The Natural Resources Defense
Council (NRDC) did an extensive
study comparing tap water and
bottled water in 1999. The results
were surprising. Most bottled water, just like tap water, is regulated
within the United States by The

Food and Drug Administration
(FDA). The FDA determines how
bottled water is classified, labeled,
and inspected.
Several types of bottled water
are exempt from the FDA's set of
standards, though: water that is
bottled, packaged, and sold within
the same state; and carbonated
and seltzer waters. Even more
alarming, the purity and safety
standards for bottled water are
considerably less stringent than
those set forth for tap water. Biological and chemical contaminant
tests are required to be done less

frequently, and tests for several
harmful parasites aren't required
at all. The FDA even allows for
a small amount of contamination
from E. Coli and fecal coliform
bacteria, which may indicate the
presence of fecal pollutants. Tap
water, on the other hand, must be
confirmed to have none of these
bacteria at all.
Ironically, the two biggest bottled water suppliers. Coca Cola's
Dasani and Pepsi's Aquafina, who
frequently tout their products'
superior purity, simply reprocess
and sell municipal water. In fact.

Reprocessed municipal water
initially sounds like the best of
both worlds: You still get water
that originally met strict FDA tap
water standards, plus additional
"processing." Whatever processing the bottled water companies
do, however, usually removes an
important element added to tap water: fluoride. Fluoride is added to
city water supplies to prevent tooth
decay. Without it, most people, and
especially children, run the risk of
more dental cavities.
Some bottled water advertises
special health benefits, reminiscent
of the old 1800s mind process. The
FDA attempts to regulate these
claims, but several labels slip
through the cracks nonetheless.
While adequate water consumption is very important to your
health, pure water cannot do anything besides hydrate you.
From an environmental standpoint, bottled water creates tons
of unnecessary waste in the form
of empty plastic bottles. While
the bottles can be recycled, the
majority find their way to landfills
rather than the local recycling
plant. Overzealous bottlers can
also disrupt ground water supplies ifthey take more than can be
replenished.
Bottled water is convenient,
portable, and here to stay. It is
by no means unsafe to drink, and
having a cache of water ready for
thirsty moments is a great idea.
However, if you're drinking it
solely for purity and better health,
you should at least reevaluate your
perceptions of tap water and bottled water. For the cleanest water,
you don't need to look any further
than your kitchen faucet.
Paul Symansky is a staff columnist
for The Heights. She welcomes comments at symanskyp@bcheights.

Suskind
reveals the
War on
Terror
Suskind. from C8
Tenet. In the days after the Sept.
11 attacks, many Congressmen
wanted to sack Tenet as a political
scapegoat. But Bush steadfastly
defended Tenet (who was a Clinton
appointee) against the onslaught,
earning his eternal respect in the
process. "George Tenet would
do anything his President asked,"
writes Suskind. "Anything. And
George W. Bush knew it."
Though Suskind never explicitly states it. he clearly believes
that it was this loyalty that led to
"slam-dunk" reassurances on Iraqi
"weapons of mass destruction"
and other spectacular intelligence
failures.
On the whole, though, Suskind
is sympathetic to the CIA. Despite
routinely being attacked for failing to infiltrate al-Qaida, Suskind
mentions at least two instances in
which inside sources offered valuable information to the CIA.
In one case, a source told the
CIA in advance about a planned
cyanide attack on the New York
subway in 2003. Inexplicably, Ayman al-Zawahiri, al-Qaida's second in command, ended up calling
this operation off in advance.
In another, an informant approached the CIA with the location
of Khalid Sheik Mohammed, the
Sept. 11 plot's mastermind. From
this tip, American agents and Pakistani security services were able to
apprehend one of the most wanted
terrorists in the world.
Unfortunately, there's a lot of
filler sandwiched between these
anecdotes. But for a fast-paced
account ofthe decisions behind the
"War on Terror," readers would do
well to tolerate it.

Apple unveils new technology

Two BC
chemists
discover
unique
catalyst

By Stephen Keppler

General Manager
Still riding the coattails of possibly the most iconic product of the
21st century, Apple could be looking at another breakthrough in the
world of entertainment. Providing
both the expected and unexpected
at a press conference Tuesday in
San Francisco, Apple Computer
announced further developments
with its popular iTunes offering, as
well as plans to take the business
into the living room with movies
and TV, according to a write-up in
The New York Times.
In a surprise to no one, Steven
P. Jobs, Apple's CEO and the man
behind the development of the
iPod, began by announcing plans
to renew the popular product.
Apple will soon be offering an
updated version of the traditional
iPod. as well as a new group of
iPod Nanos, which will provide
both a larger memory and a very
appealing 24-hour battery.
After this, Jobs started taking
things in a new direction. In a
second announcement, which had
been anticipated in the industry
from some time, Apple also an-

By Martin Tremwel
Heights Staff

Two Boston College professors
received honors for recent developments in their research after they
were mentioned in the September
7th edition of the prestigious science journal Nature.
Professors Marc Snapper and
Amir Hoveyda were credited with
having developed a new catalyst
one that will help to synthesize
compounds much more quickly
and cheaply thanhad been possible
in the past. "This new catalyst may
one day be the tool used to come
up with different pharmaceuticals," said Snapper. "The catalyst
will allow for much cheaper and
easier production of pharmaceuticals."
The catalyst, more properly
known as a "silylation catalyst,"
is of particular importance because it bonds a silicon atom to an
alcohol producing an enantiomer.
Enantiomers are usually formed in
almost identical pairs called chiral
molecules - the one key difference
between the molecules is that the
two enantiomers often differ in
medical effects./or instance, one
enantiomer may have a positive effect while the other has a negative
effect. When a "silylation catalyst"
is used, the silicon atom bonds
with alcohol, producing only one
enantiomer. This chemical reaction
allows the scientist to synthesize
only the medicinally useful enantiomer. Thus, scientists are able to
produce a pharmaceutical without
causing negative effects or hindering positive effects.
However, thereal benefit of this
catalyst lies not in the physical result of a solitary enantiomer, which
can be produced by other known
methods. Rather, the main benefit
is in the fact that this catalyst allows for much cheaper and faster
synthesis. With greater ease and
speed of production, pharmaceutical companies would be able to
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nounced plans to make movies
available for download on iTunes
in the same it provides music.
New movies will be available for
$ 14.99 ($ 12.99 if pre-ordered), and
older movies will be available for
$9.99. Walt Disney Pictures, Pixar
Animation Studios, Touchstone
Pictures, and Miramax are the first
studios to partner with Apple, giving them an initial 75 movies available for download. (Interestingly,
the Times article notes thatall four
of these studios are owned by the
Walt Disney Company, of which
Mr. Jobs is the largest individual
stockholder and sits on the board
of directors)
So far, the addition of movie
downloads has not been embraced
as warmly by the movie industry as
the iPod was by record companies.
The general consensus is that,
although movies could in fact be
provided at a resolution comparable to DVDs, downloads could
hurt a huge source of income for
the movie industry, in the form of
DVD sales. As one Hollywood executive, who asked to remain unnamed, said in the article, "Steve's
announcement isn't about helping
us sell movies. It's about him try-

ing to sell more iPods."
The real surprise of the morning came when Jobs announced
Apple's plans for a product it calls
iTV, scheduled to be released in
early 2007. This product would
plug into one's TV. and connect
wirelessly to a Macintosh computer or the Internet, at which
point it could pull video and
audio files oft' the computer and
play them through the television.
While Apple is a late entrant into
an already crowded market Sony
and Microsoft provide numerous
products for the living room Jobs
suggested the wireless aspect of
iTV would separate it from the
-

-

rest.

When asked for his thoughts
on the announcements, Michael

Gartenberg, vice president and
research director of Jupiter Research, responded by saying,
"He did what he needed to do."
Although initial response to these
new products is not as positive as
in the past, Apple does have a reputation and history of accurately
predicting the market. Only time
will tell if these products have the
same explosive success Apple

has

become accustomed to.

Patrick takes lead in primary polls
Election, from C8

BC chemists, Marc Snapper and Amir Hoveyda, have developed a new
catalyst that will help synthesize compounds more quickly and cheaply.
produce more medicine at a lower
price, thereby lowering the price of
expensive prescriptions.
Despite such a remarkable
breakthrough, Snapper was quite
modest in ascribing credit to himself and his colleague Hoveyda,
insisting instead that this was a
"group project." Snapper emphasized that the project was a "collaboration of dozens of students
with over 20 papers written."
Especially noted by Snapper were two graduate students
Yu Zhou, GA&S '10, and Jason
Rodrigo, GA&S '11, who had
been working on the project for
their Ph.D. theses. Both students
were only nominally recognized
by Nature. "We've been working
on this one for two years. We had
a need for this compound, we had

the collaboration, and we had the
tools. What 1 did was advise," said
Snapper.
The BC chemistry department
had been expecting to find this
chemical reaction from the very
beginning. "The outcome was
expected," said Snapper. ''The
raw materials were simple, and we
knew the reaction should work; we
just had to fine-tune it."
But this discovery was by no
means easy to come by. Although
the actual project took two \ cars to
complete, the research and discoveries that led to these experiments
had been developing over many
years. "Some discoveries just tall
in your lap. but usually it takes
\ears of research." In the end. all
their hard work and research has
finally paid off.

Globe's recent statistics. Deval
Patrick received 57.98 percent of
the vote, Tom Reilly 26.66 percent,
and Chris Gabrieli 15.36 percent.
Before the convention, political
analysts and pundits were skeptical as to whether the latter would
receive enough support, citing that
he had entered the race too late and
had not publicized his campaign

sufficiently.
Deval Patrick, a lawyer and
businessman turned politician,
graduated from Harvard University Law School in 1978. He has
never been elected to a political
office, but has served as the Executive Vice President for the
Coca-Cola Company and has held
several other positions in the legal
and business worlds. The most
controversial was his nomination
and subsequent tenure as assistant
attorney general for civil rights
under former president Bill Clinton, who chose Patrick after his

first two nominations were heavily criticized by his opponents on
the right. During his work under
Clinton, he was considered as

extremely aggressive by Republicans and even some Democrats,
particularly concerning polemical
subjects such as racial profiling,
affirmative action, and human
trafficking. In addition, he was
a key player in the construction
of post-apartheid South Africa.
If elected in November, he will
be
first AfricanAmerican governor and the second
African-American governor in
American history.
Chris Gabrieli, a businessman
and politician, attended Harvard
College. He was the Democratic
nominee for lieutenant governor
in 2002. For fifteen years he has
worked at Bessemer Venture
Partners. In addition, he has served
on Boston mayor Tom Menino's
"Task Force on After-School
Time" and was a founder of the
city'sAfter-School forAll Partner-

ship. From 1996 to 2002, he served
as chairman

of MasslNC, an inde-

pendent think tank. He has served
on the boards of several nonprofit
organizations such as The Boston
Foundation, The Initiative for a
Competitive Inner City, the Boston
Public Library Foundation. Currently, he works at the Ironvvood
Equity Fund, which helps provide
growth capital for businesses.
Tom Reilly is Massachusetts's
current attorney general. He attended American International
College and Boston College Law
School. He won the 1998 election for attorney general and was
reelected in 2002. He has recently
been criticized for abusing his
political connections and power.
In October 2005, he allegedly
obstructed an investigation into a
teenage car crash. In addition, the
Gun Owner's Action League recently pointed out Reilly's confession that imposed gun regulations
weren't implemented primarily for
consumer safety.
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Politicians confession too late to matter

Bestsellers

1

I Feel Bad About My Neck.
Nora Ephron Knopf, $19.95.

2

Marley andMe. John Grogan
Morrow, $21.95.

3

Lies at the Altar. Robin L. Smith
Hyperion, $24.95.

Last
Week
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List
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6
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45

I

11

4

State of Emergency. Patrick J.
Buchanan. St. Martin's/Thomas
Dunne, $24.95.

4

3

5

The World Is Flat.
Friedman, Thomas L. Farrar,
Straus & Giroux, $30.*

7

21

6

Fiasco. Ricks, Thomas E.

5

7

Penguin Press, $27.95.

1

7

The Confident Woman. Joyce
Meyer Warner Faith, $22.99.

8

Freakonomics. Stephen J.
Dubner. Morrow, $25.95.*

8

73

9

Cesar's Way. Cesar Millan and
Melissa Jo Peltier

6

23

10 The Looming Tower. Wright,
Lawrence. Knopf, $27.95.

11

5

11 The Purpose-DrivenLife. Rick

10

157

12 Guinness World Records 2007.
Guinness Publishing, $28.95.

9

5
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Harmony, $24.95.

WarrenZondervan, $19.99.

13 Exploring the Levels of

-

1

Creation. Browne, Sylvia
Hay House, $19.99.

14 Now, Discover Your Strengths.

15
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Andrew Buttaro
For the past three years, it
seemed to be a plot of Shakespearean intrigue. Turns out it
was much ado about nothing.
At least that's all one can now
conclude about the case of who
leaked the name ofCIA analyst
Valerie Plame to columnist Robert Novak. Three years and one
special prosecutor later, it turns
out that the culprit was none
other than former Deputy Secretary of State Richard Armitage.
This is significant because
since Plame's identity was first
revealed, it was portrayed as a
deliberate attempt by the "neocons" in the Bush administration
to smear their political enemies.
Plame's husband, Joseph Wilson,
was an outspoken critic of the
evidence being presented for
the war in Iraq, and many in the
media (as well as Wilson himself) concocted the story that his
wife was being punished for his
accusations.
As this sensational tale went,
a Bush administration insider
such as Karl Rove or Scooter
Libby was the culprit. Wilson
pushed this line repeatedly, writing in June 2004 that "the conspiracy to destroy us was most
likely conceived and carried
out within the office of the vice
president of the United States."
Thanks to a new book by liberal journalists David Corn and
Michael lsikoff, we now know
that not one word of that is true.
Instead, it turns out that Armitage allowed his colleagues to be
dragged through the mud by Special Prosecutor Patrick Fitzgerald
all the while knowing that an
honest declaration on his part
would end the witch hunt.
Many observers probably find
this whole saga unimaginably
boring, but with Armitage's confession last week that he was the
original source, a couple points
must be made.
First, it should be clear that
the wild accusations made by
Nancy Pelosi, Howard Dean,
and many other Democrats
were nothing more than cheap
-

-

Marcus Buckingham
Free Press, $26.

15 Mayflower. Philbrick, Nathaniel

7
Politically Speaking

Hardcover Nonfiction
This
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14

18

Viking, $29.95.

indicates title has been reviewed by 77;e Heights.

Compiled from data from independent and chain
bookstores, book wholesalers, and independent
distributors nationwide by Publisher s Weekly.

RESEARCH STUDY ON ANOREXIA NERVOSA
FEMALE VOLUNTEERS
who are currently anorexic, or have recovered from past
symptoms of anorexia nervosa, age 18-45, in stable medical
health, and not taking medications (with the exception of oral
contraceptives), are sought for a study of behavioral ratings
and blood hormone levels. Eligible participants will receive up
to $550 for a total of 4 outpatient visits and 2 overnight
stays at the Clinical Research Unit at Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center.FOß MORE INFORMATION: Contact Addie Smith,
@ Boston College: (617) 552-2758 or fivehtp@bc.edu.

-

Former Deputy Secretary of State Richard Armitage recently admitted leaking CIA analyst Plame to the press.
attempts to score political points.
John Kerry repeatedly raised this
issue during the 2004 campaign.
"The buck doesn't stop
anywhere with this White
House. Now we know why the
president hasn't been straight
with Americans," he said in one
speech. "Two and a halfyears
ago, President Bush said, 'If
there is a leak out of my administration, I want to know who it is.'
He said he'd fire whoever leaked
classified information, and now
we know the president himself
authorized it. Now we know that
the president's search for the
leaker needs to go no further than
a mirror."
In fact, we know that the
search needed to go a bit further
-just over to Foggy Bottom.
It should also raise questions
about former Secretary of State

Colin Powell. Armitage admitted last week that soon after the
scandal broke, he told Powell
that he was the source. Powell,
however, only gave a vague
overview of the situation to the
Justice Department. It goes to
show how deep-seated hostility to the administration was at
State.
But the most important lesson
from the case is simple: Be wary
of allowing political caricatures
to obscure the truth. This is an
especially helpful lesson for
the media. The most overblown
charges that the leak was 'Treason" or that it was orchestrated
from Cheney's office - found
traction in part because they
conformed to stereotypes many
have long held about the Bush
administration. Although some
outlets, notably The Washing-

www.bc.edu/testprep
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got taken along for a ride.
As for Armitage, it's only too

bad that Bush won't be able to
fulfill his promise and fire him.
Last week he sounded contrite in
an interview with CBS News.
"Oh 1 feel terrible," he said.
"Every day, 1 think I let down
the president. I let down the
secretary of state. I let down my
department, my family and 1 also
let down Mr. and Mrs. Wilson."
Too bad his candor was just a
few years too late.

Andrew Buttaro is a staff columnist
The Heights. He welcomes
comments at butlaroa@bcheights.
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A guidefor viewing DVDs on your iPod

Bryan irace

Register Online:

ton Post, have been wary of the
supposed scandal from the start,
many other mainstream papers

Last Tuesday, Apple CEO
Steve Jobs held a press conference event known as "Showtime," where he revealed revisions for all three iPod models,
the prototype for a new media
center box, and the new version
of iTunes. Also revealed was an
overhaul to the iTunes Store,
which now boasts full movie
downloads with prices ranging from $9.99 to $12.99. If the
thought of watching a movie on
your video iPod is appealing,
you're certainly in luck. Nothing
was stopping you from doing
so before iTunes offered movie
downloads however, and you definitely don't need to pay Apple a
cent in the process.
Ever since the video iPod
hit shelves last October, the
capability to fill it with DVDs
from your collection and watch
them on the fly has been there,
and this week I'm going to walk
you through the process of doing
so. Since I'm a Windows user
myself, the instructions here are
intended to be followed on a PC.
Although I'm unaware of it, I'm
sure there's a similar way to do
the same thing on a Mac, and
the way my Mac-using friends
rave about their machines, it can
probably be done with telepathy
or something.
1. To start, you're going to
need to download two programs:
DVD Decrypter and Videora
iPod Converter. Both are free-

DAN HONDA / KRT PHOTO

Movie-viewingtechnology on the iPod has been available since Oct. 2005.
ware and can be found relatively
easily by looking around on

movie itself, while the others will
probably be deleted scenes and

Google. Install both programs.
2. Open up DVD Decrypter,
and insert your DVD into a DVD
readable drive. Click the "Mode"
dropdown box and select "1FO."
3. On the right of the program
you'll see two tabs: "Input" and
"Stream Processing." With the
"Input" tab selected, there will
be a couple of numbered lines
labeled "VTS." Nested within
these lines will be more numbered lines labeled "PGC." After
each PGC, in brackets, will be
the time duration of that particular video segment. Select the
PGC with the longest duration,
as this will most likely be the

extra features.

4. Select the "Stream Processing" tab and check the box that
says "Enable Stream Processing." Below that, you should
see a list of all the video and
audio streams contained on the
DVD. Check the box next to
the topmost video stream and
the topmost audio stream, and
uncheck all of the other boxes
below, to ensure that you're only
ripping one video and one audio
stream.

5. Click the "Tools" dropdown box and select "Settings."
Under the "General" tab on the
right you can select the "Cus-

torn" radio button and choose
where you want the file to be
saved. Make sure you select a
disk drive with enough memory,
as a decrypted DVD will usually take up about six to seven
gigabytes in VOB format. Close
the "Settings" box, and click the
large button on the bottom left of
the program that shows a picture
of a DVD with an arrow pointing
to a hard disk.
6. Once it finishes decrypting,
open up Videora. This program
will convert the VOB file that
DVD Decrypter gave us into
MP4 format. Click the "Setup"
button on the left, and under the
"Settings" tab choose a destination for the file to be placed after
it is converted. Under the "Profiles" tab, set the "Resolution" to
320x240 and the "Framerate" to
29.97 fps.
7. Click the "Convert" button
on the left. Click on "Transcode
New Video" and browse for the
VOB file, which will be located
wherever you set DVD Decrypter to output it. Select it and click
"Start" to begin the conversion process. This will usually
take a couple of hours, and will
go faster if you're not doing
anything else on the computer.
The easiest way is to just have it
convert while you're sleeping.
8. Once Videora is finished
converting, simply add the MP4
file into your iTunes library and
sync it with your iPod. All other
files, such as the VOB, can now
be deleted.
While it's legal to make backup copies of DVDs you own, it's
illegal to copy DVDs that you do
not personally own.
Bryan Irace is a staff columnistfor
The Heights. He welcomes comments iraceb@bcheights.com.
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Patrick leads as vote nears
By

Michael O'Brien

Marketplace Editor
With the sweep of a Greek drama,
the events leading up to the Massachusetts democratic primary which
takes place tomorrow, Sept. 19
show us that state elections can be
as riveting as national ones. As the
Boston Globe reported on Sunday,
the race for governor is no longer
a three-way deadlock. The Globe's
most recent poll suddenly predicts an
almost landslide-like victory for Deval Patrick. He now takes 46 percent
of the vote while Gabrieli takes 25
percent and Reilly only 18 percent.
-

,

Economy: opposes cutting income tax from 5.3
percent to 5 percent; supports increased minimum

are leaning toward at this time?

See Election, C6

Economy: supports rolling back income tax from
5.3 percent to 5 percent; opposes increased T
fare
Environment: supports Cape Wind turbine project;
supports renewable energy
Healthcare: supports state's universal healthcare
plan
Education: supports charter schools; aims to
provide public schools with essentials; supports requirement that students must pass MCAS exam

wage

Which Democratic candidate
?£for\u25a0governor
would you say you

endorsed Republican Kerry Healey,
the current Lieutenant Governor,
as his successor for governor in the
2006 general election.
The participants in the democratic primary were nominated at the
Democratic Convention on June 3,
2006. Inorder for a candidate's name
to be put on the primary ballot in
September, he has to receive at least
15 percent of the delegates' support
at the convention. The results at the
convention somewhat resemble the

Age: 46
Home: Boston, Mass.
Birthplace: Buffalo, N.Y.
Religion: Protestant
Alma mater: Harvard College
Job: Managing Director for Ironwood Equity
Fund

Alma mater: Harvard College and Harvard Law
Job: Businessman
Elected offices: N/A

Death penalty: opposes
Abortion: supports abortion rights
Stem cells: supports research; wants to spend
$500 million
Public safety: N/A
Gay marriage: supports

CHRIS

GABRIEL

Environment: supports Cape Wind turbine project;
supports reducing power plant emissions; supports
incentives to conserve energy
Healthcare: supports Affordable Healthcare Today
bill; supports $295 per worker, per year on large
companies without healthcare
Education: supports starting full-day kindergarten;
supports lengthening school hours; supports charter
schools; supports requirement that students must
pass MCAS exam
Death penalty: opposes
Abortion: supports abortion rights
Stem cells: supports research
Public safety: supports limiting firearm sales
Gay marriage: supports

reelection. Thus, he will leave office
in January 2007. In addition, he has

Age: 64 \u25ba
Home: Watertown, Mass.
Birthplace: Springfield, Mass.
Religion: Catholic
Alma mater: American International College
Job: Massachusetts Attorney General
Elected offices: Middlesex District Attorney and
Massachusetts Attorney General
Taxes: supports rolling back income tax from 5.3
percent to 5 percent; opposes local-option tax;
aims to offer property taxrelief
Environment: opposes the Cape Wind turbine
project; supports reducing power plant emissions
Healthcare: supports Affordable Healthcare
Today bill; opposes $295 per worker, per year on
larger companies without healthcare; supports
importing prescription drugs
Education: supports charter schools; supports
college scholarships; aims to improve math and
science testing scores
Death penalty: supports
Abortion: supports abortion rights
Stem cells: supports
Public safety: aims to establish program called
SafeKlds
Gay marriage: supports

THOMAS

REILY

GEVAL
PATRICK

:

-

It is important to note that this poll
was conductedbetween Sept. 12 and
15, only a couple of days after the
Globe officially endorsed Patrick on
Sept. 10th.
The primary is one of the several events within the Massachusetts
gubernatorial election, which will
ultimately take place on Nov. 7. The
general election is held every four
years for offices such as governor,
lieutenant governor, attorney general, treasurer, secretary of state,
among others.
Massachusetts' current governor,
Republican Mitt Romney, has only
served one term and is not seeking

BOOK REVIEW

Journalist delves into CIA's post-Sept.
Book contains insights
into the fight against
Islamic terrorism
By Andrew Buttaro
Heights Senior Staff

On a late November afternoon shortly
after the terrorist attacks in New York
and the nation's capital, George Tenet,
director of the CIA, called a meeting, of
higher-ups to discuss some frightening
news: intelligence reports suggested that
some Pakistani scientists were sharing
nuclear secrets with al-Qaida. After Tenet
ran through the specifics of the briefing,
the audience - which included President
George W. Bush, Vice President Dick
Cheney, and then-National Security Advisor Condoleezza Rice - sat in a silence for
a moment. Then Cheney proposed what he
called a "different way" of viewing this
and other threats.

"If there's a one percent chance that
Pakistani scientists are helping al-Qaida
build or develop a nuclear weapon, we
have to treat it as a certainty in terms of
our response," he said. "It's not about our
analysis, or finding a preponderance of
evidence. It's about our response."
This became the Bush administration's
de facto doctrine, argues Suskind, and is
the inspiration for the title of his new book
examining the decision-making process
behind the war on terror.
Suskind relies on a variety of inside
sources, primarily from the CIA, to construct his insider account. Suskind took a
similar approach with The Price of Loyalty, which detailed the inner workings
of the administration from the vantage
of ousted Secretary of the Treasury Paul
O'Neill.
The latest effort is an eminently readable, occasionally insightful book to add
to the pile of accounts of Bush and the
fight against terrorism. Suskind, who was
a longtime reporter for the Wall Street

Journal, has an eye for detail and catches
a couple of fascinating scoops.
For instance, he dismantles the official storyline on the March 2002 capture
of Abu Zubaydah in Pakistan. Though
this action was long touted as one of the
war's major successes, Zubaydah was
not a major terrorist operative, but rather
a small, probably mentally ill bit player
in al-Qaida. His diary was filled with the
musings of a schizophrenic, and Dan Coleman, then the FBl's top al-Qaida analyst,
told a senior bureau official, "This guy
is insane, certifiable, split personality."
That view was reinforced by specialists
at Langley Air Force Base.
Yet two weeks later, Bush portrayed
Abu Zubaydah in a major speech as "one
of the top operatives plotting and planning death and destruction on the United
States."
To Suskind, the incident symbolized the relationship between Bush and
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11 secrets

See Suskind, C6

The truth

Former Deputy Secretary of State Richard Armitage recently admitted to leaking
the identity of CIA analyst Valerie Plame. C7

and creativity
are necessities

Scott Bradley
Being an entrepreneur myself,
every business 1 have ever had,
started with an idea. 1 was always
that kid out there on the corner of the
street setting up that lemonade stand.
1 guess you can say that I was born
with the entrepreneur bug.
Since then I have had small business ventures doing pitching lessons,
helping people speed up their computers and eliminate pop-ups, and
justrecently, finished a book about
my whole recruiting process that I
plan to structure a business around,
that deals with mentoring athletes
through their entire recruiting process
from high school to college. I started
writing the book Oct. 28 ofmy
sophomore year, and finished July 9.
After going through my recruiting
1 have all of this
process I figured
free time, why not make something
of value to others?
These visions and ideas that pop
into my head begin from the simple
idea to help a massive amount of
people. I am not an entrepreneur
primarily because 1 want to make lots
and lots of money, but rather more
importantly, 1 am an entrepreneur
because 1 am touching everyone with
something of value to them, thus creating meaning for others in their life
by offering services and products. By
focusing on this idea to help people,
these ideas start to manifest into an
entire business. For this reason I always carry around a yellow notepad
to write inspirational ideas down on
paper whenever one comes to me.
Keeping a yellow notepad with
me at all times fosters my brain to
continually keep thinking about other
ways in which 1 could help others
with businesses. Sometimes when 1
start writing an idea out, it feels like
my hand can't keep up with what
1 am thinking, and it is almost like
1 am in a giant time-warp trying to
frantically write everything down.
During these creative instances where
the passion and inspiration is put
down on paper, the product is the
first thing that comes to me, then the
systems, then the marketing slogans,
then the business model, and further
the types of people I need to have on
my team, to help me implement my
idea to make it a reality.
This way of thinking is something
that is very far from the norm, which
is why entrepreneurs are few and far
between. Entrepreneurs as a whole
are those who know how to use their
head to create the systems needed to
make an idea a reality. They follow
their passion, their drive and motivation to achieve what it is they are
looking to build. They themselves
will not allow someone to squash
their idea, no matter how crazy it
may seem.
Thinking outside of the box is
crucial. Understanding that I have
this ability to create something from
the thoughts in my head is something at which I plan to become an
expert. 1 begin with the invisible, and
consistently work to make it a reality,
utilizing the capital that is around me
to help me make it happen.
For that matter, 1 love getting
up everyday knowing that the next
multi-million-dollaridea may come
to me sometime throughout the day.
For this reason I am so grateful.
Knowing that you have the same
talent as well will lead you to many
great things!
So I will leave you with this:
What is your vision? And what do
you have to lose? Follow your heart,
see where it takes you and I'll see
you at the top!
...

...

Scott Bradley is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments
at bradleys@bcheights. com.
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Watching DVDs on your iPod
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Friday night, the Organization of Latin American Affairs (OLAA) held its first event of the year to kick off Latino Heritage
month. Yo Soy Latina, a presentation by Latino Flavored Production Inc., played in Robsham Theater to a large audience consisting of mostly students. This unique, award-winning show stars three women in a series of dramatic monologues.
Writer Linda Nieves-Powell first achieved dramatic recognition with Yo Soy Latina, and Hispanic Business Magazinerecently
named her one of the "100 Most Influential Hispanics." Lina Sarrapochiello, Antonia Marrero, and Kathy Vega, considerably
seasoned actresses, brought the script to life.
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See Latina, D

Asinine brings its unique style of humor to Fulton

Rauschenberg back in the spotlight
Theater transforms images of American art. D 2

For the Heights

THIS ISSUE

posite sex and being totally puzzled by the response
and then freaking out about what to type to avoid
sounding like a big loser. This one had me laughing
loud enough for the stares to start coming my way.
The chuckles continued into the next skit, in
which Payne was a really freaky RA (sidebar:
it stands for "really awesome"). If 1 were describing its level of funniness with an Internet
laugh, it would without a doubt surpass the dull
"haha" and probably make it up to "hahahaha."
Then it was time for some improv in the form
of a game called "Press Conference." For those
who are unfamiliar with this setup: One of the cast
(Kennedy) is told to leave the room. The audience then picks out a character whom Kennedy
will "play" in the ensuing press conference, even
though she is not aware of her exact role. Confusing to explain, but totally not confusing to play.

'Last Kiss' has bad breath

Zach Braff's latest film 'scrubs' the floor. D

This game spent a significant amount of time making fun ofBC's kicker who lacks the ability to kick,
which a lot offreshmen didn'treally understand after
only experiencing one game of college ball. Let me
tell you that after Saturday's performance, I definitely
understood the necessity ofthis skit and found myself
laughing in the stands reminiscing on thejob well done.
Anyway, a few more skits, commercial videos (any
takers for Pee-in-a-Sac?), and improvs later, the whole
cast made it on stage for the hilarious party-scene
finale. At this time, I exploded with unprecedented
levels of laughter. I think I determinedthat my favorite
character was Rosario because he made the strangest
voices, though hairy Allister reminded me of the huge
brother from Everybody Loves Raymond, whom I love.
1 truly enjoyed the performance. If you want to audition and join these funny people, report to Gasson 310
tonight from 9to 11 p.m. or tomorrow from 7to 1 0 p.m.
Column
What's on your iPod?

D

2

INSIDE ARTS

Christine Staffon

3

Let me just preface this article with the fact
that 1 am a person who laughs at anything and
everything. 1 was also informed prior to the show
that it might contain a touch of humor which
some could possibly construe as crude (aka: it's
totally dirty). So last Friday at 7:30 p.m., the seats
of Fulton 511 were filling up with students anticipating the first comedy performance of the year.
With the Red Hot Chili Peppers and Kanye West
bumpin' from the speakers, I was ready to experience
Boston College's only improv and sketch comedy
group to see if it had any semblance to Whose Line Is
It Anyway? While 1 was preparing myselffor the hilarity to come, Mr. Tony Payne, A&S '08, ran on stage
to make the introductions and get the party going.

First was a little pre-game: Tony, Nicolle Buckley,
A&S '07 (apparently nicknamed Buck), and Meg
Kennedy, A&S '07, played "Zots and Crambles,"
in which they basically made fun of Buck. 1 had
a moment of doubt when 1 wondered if coming to the show was such a good idea after all.
Next, all of the players were introduced in a
video that seemed like it was a lot of fun to make
it kind of made me wish 1 was in Asinine. The
cast of "Buck"; Ted Allister, A&S '09; Jessie Colavita, A&S '07; Rich Rosario, A&S '08; Colin
Huguenel, A&S '08; Kennedy; and Payne proved
to have serious comical chemistry on stage and
acted more like friends than merely cast mates.
The first skit turned out to be one of my favorites because it played on the typical guy-girl AIM/
Facebook relationship. Everyone could definitely
relate to the scene of IMing a member of the op-

By
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on Alexa Reimelt's iPod
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Woman Behind the Music
Word on the street was that Alexa Reimelt, A&S '07,
had underground rap music, and lots of it. Donning a mustache and an Oakland Athletics jersey, this reporter went
undercover for the week. On Tuesday, I struck gold, spotting
Reimelt in the Hillside elevators. My original plan was to
steal heriPodbutl realized thai if I just kept an ear within
six inches of her head, 1 could get all the underground rap
music that 1 had been longing for without the potential
messy consequences. I tracked her through the O'Neill Plaza
and into the Quad, all the time keeping my head right next
to hers. In the Dustbowl, the rustling of freshly fallen leaves
quieted the straight hip hop that was coming from Reimelt's
iPod. So closer, closer 1 leaned, until my nose just barely
touched her beautiful blond hair. Like a bear protecting her
cubs, she turned, clubbing me in the face with her unusually
short arms. This is what 1 heard. - Mike Trapanese

Must it all

be about
grillz?

Nicole

Wong

When J was home this summer, 1
spent a lot of time driving around in a
car, an unavoidable task/pleasure if you
live in Los Angeles. Without a tape deck
to plug my iPod into (new cars today
... oy), I decided to turn on the radio,
something I hadn't done in awhile.
Now, the radio should be a reliable
enough source of auditory entertainment to get you from Point A to Point B,

The creative mind of Bob Rauchenberg comes to life, literally, in the somewhat politically motivated bobrauschenbergamerica.

From the canvas to the live stage
Rauschenberg's classic pop art is
transformed into play-form.
By Joseph

Neese
For the Heights
Bob Rauschenberg is not
even a character in Charles L.
Mee, Jr.'s play bobrauschenbergamerica. Rather, the play
seeks to capture the spirit of the
contemporary American artist.
In essence, Mee's play asks
what Rauschenberg's art would
look like if it were a collective
theatrical experience. Watching
his play is like walking into a
museum and moving from painting to painting before exiting
the gallery as it closes. Thus,
Mee makes his play a metaphor
for modern American life, as
the stories of several individual
Americans are displayed in this
viewing fashion. Mee tells us

that life is a plethora of experiences. We move from experience
to experience, then we die. As
Mee comments in the show's
introduction, America is "a place
where people make up their lives
as they go." Therefore, Mee's
show is less of a play than a
montage. It attacks serious, universal issues, such as racism. In
one scene, Susan confronts this
issue saying, 'And yet, as far as
we know, we may be the contagious one." The play is also a
mix of zany humor. For instance,
one character interrupts the show
for a few minutes to "pee."
The central problem of the
play is that its humor is at times
so ridiculous that it undermines
the poignancy ofthe production.
Case and point: During a huge

musical number, when machine-gun shots were sounded.
Carl, one-half of the show's
homosexual duo, fell to the floor.
Before the audience had time to
react, Phil, the biker, broke into
a long series of chicken jokes.
It was the view of the actor that
humor can never undermine
poignancy. He even cited the
argument that Mee specifically
wrote in his script that Phil tells
chicken jokesto distract from the
"solemnity" of the incident. The
audience had no time to react
and formulate its own conclusions. They are prevented from
using their brains to think logical
thoughts about a very pertinent
issue: hate crimes. Mee's themes
are lost as the concentration of
the audience is shifted. Perhaps,
however, it was not Mee's intention for this change to be as
abrupt as it was, and the fault
was the product of the director.

I found it almost comical that
one of the actors commented that

"understanding in the long sense
is overrated." It was argued that
theater is merely a visual experience, and that at times, we
merely need to let go and have
fun. There is a lot of looseness
in Mee's play, but it comes at
the cost of the material. Theatrer
has other roles besides sheer
entertainment. In fact, there is
a clear difference between the
words theater and entertainment.
Serious plays don't like to be
categorized as "entertainment"
and serious actors don't like to
be categorized as "entertainers,"
because the connotation of the
word implies a lack of skill.
Mee's play set out to educate
and help America but was lost
in this same wave of thought.
Mee tells us that everyday
fortune does not come our way.
Bad, sometimes horrible things

Honing
in on

heritage
Latina, from Dl
The energized audience had little
to expect as the lights dimmed
and the crowds filed in at 7 p.m.
On the stage and in front of the
curtain sat the only items that the
actresses would use throughout
the entire performance: three
black chairs with water bottles,
present only in times of desperation, next to them.
As the play unfolded, the lack of
set, props, or adornment of any
kind proved a testament to the
writer's and actresses' flexibility
in their craft.
The three actresses wore coordinating simple black outfits
and neutral faces as they entered
the stage.
To begin, Sarrapochiello warmed
up the audience with an introduction to the monologues
that explained Nieves-Powell's
struggles as a young Latina
and her intentions for writing
the pieces. Her endearing yet
strong storytelling voice drew
in the audience, but did little to
prepare it for the rollercoaster of
social commentary and personal
tribulationsthat came next in the

In Yo Soy Latina, six women relate their personal stories about being Latina in America
performance.
Then, one by one, the three actresses transformed into the six
Latina characters that illustrated
Nieves-Powell's message.
They addressed a remarkably
broad range of issues that constitute the experience of growing
up Latina in American society.
From racism confronted at Latina casting calls to expectations of mastering bilingual
speech; from trans-ethnic dating
to love for arroz con polio; from
conventionality of immigrant
parents to lack of mainstream
pop-culture role models, it's

clear that Latinas must deal with
a host of issues that the majority
of American society can afford
to ignore.
The women collaborated at
times to create skits, to discuss
their own memories and experiences.
The actresses also read e-mails

from Latinas around the globe
that appreciated how NievesPowell had provided a voice
for Latinas "of all flavors." "1
didn't know there were Boriquas
in Belgium," Sarrapochiello
remarked to a notably receptive
audience in hysterics: "We have

power in numbers!"
This characteristic of nonconformity is made manifest by
the script's vivacious and wideranging interpretation of the
subject of ethnic identity and
the show's lack of on-stage
distraction.
What's more, Yo Soy Latino's
patent originality attributes to
its remarkably high and growing demand for presentations
on college campuses around the
country.

Although the performance clearly focused on the experiences
of Latinas in the United States.

happen to us. In the moment, we
respond hastily to the decisions
that we make. Mee, however,
never accounts for the fact that
we must face life and deal with
injustices. No justifications are
ever made for the actions in the
play. Although we must move
on with life as Mee tells us to, we
must face the situations that come
our way. Not dealing with them,
will only lead to more angst.
In a post-Sept. 11 world,
Mee's play has become increasingly relevant. As this revival of
the play opened five years after
the anniversary of the terrorist
attacks, it still helps us to cope
with life. What Mee's play does
best is embrace Americanism.
While Mee's work seeks to be an
uplifting piece, its ability to be
inspirational flounders because
the average theatre viewer cannot
comprehend the inherit themes
of life proposed in the play.

many of the themes addressed
transcended ethnic boundaries.
The actresses expressed their
distress over problems that dealt
with social issues such as spouse
dependency, interracial couples,
breaking free from parental pressure, and body image. Thus, the
audience, which, in accordance
with the demographics ofBoston
College, consisted ofrepresentatives from a myriad of ethnic
groups, could respond these
messages.
"The message is universal,"
explains Kathryn Felzani, LSOE
'09. "1 can't relate to all the Latina aspects, being a white girl
at BC. But I don't fit into that
stereotype of being blonde and
skinny, so now 1 know that I'm
not alone here. 1 can relate to the
Latinas."
The three actresses concluded Nieves-Powell's show to a
standing ovation, then sat in
their center-staged chairs to gra-

ciously answer questions from
the audience.
The subjects of how to succeed
as a Latino in the realm of acting
and bilingual speech dominated
the discussion, in which certain
members of the audience fervently participated.
Finally, they responded to the
last query with encouraging
words of wisdom from ladies
who have experienced discrimination and hardship: "Dig down
deep, find yourself, and take
pride in that."

right? Wrong.
Flipping through the preset stations,
1 couldn't believe some of the ridiculous
songs I heard. They were terrible.
How can such bad songs become so
popular?
Example 1: "Grillz" by Nelly. I guess
one successful way to make a popular
hit is to make songs that glorify your
material possessions, which may or may
not be ridiculous mouth guards of gold
and diamonds.
The mere concept of a grill is just
so obnoxious, let alone composing an
ode to this exorbitant way of flaunting
your wealth. It's not like they even look
good or serve any functional purpose
whatsoever.
I think my favoritepart of the song
is "Open up my mouth and you see mo'
carrots than a salad / My teeth are mind
blowin' givin' everybody chillz / Call
me George Foreman cuz I'm sellin'
everybody grillz." The lyrics are hilarious, what with all the puns and all, but
c'mon, is he serious? That's crazy talk.
Another song I heard on the radio
this summer was The Pack's "Got My
Vans On." Okay, so I'm fine with people
who like Vans shoes; I have a pair
myself. But this song is just ridiculous.
It's just an advertisement for the shoes,
heck, it may as well be a jingle.
With informative lines like, "U can
get different colors, like rainbows /
Since 1966, Vans had set a trend /1 got
a blue pair, yea, in a size 10," I couldn't
even believe I was listening to this on
the radio. The repeating chorus line is
"Got my Vans on, but they look like
sneakers." What does that even mean?
Maybe I'm missing some sort of underlying meaning, maybe Vans are really
symbols for something else, but I just
don't get it. To me, it seems like blatant
advertising for a shoe company. It also
just goes to show how far a semi-catchy
repeating line can get you in the music
business.
There are plenty more songs about
people's love for shoes (ex: "Air Force
Ones") and cars even car rims! What
does that say about us as a society? It
seems that all we care about are our
material possessions. Does what we own
define us as people, establishing social
status and classifications?
What happened to songs about love
for non-consumer goods like an activity, or a certain place, or dare I say it,
another human being?
Even songs about dancing sell the
newest dance move (1-2 stepping, shaking your tail feathers, leaning back) or
just talk about "beauty" by surveying
one's physical features.
Maybe I'm just taking it all too seriously. Maybe all these songs are meant
to be a joke the whole "Snakes on a
Plane" syndrome. They're just so bad
they're good. It's funny, yes, and entertaining, but 1 just think it's ridiculous
and a little sad that so many popular
hip-hop songs today lack real substance.
They're not saying anything, and 1 think
they know it.
Think back to the classic oldies of
the 19605. They sung about war, about
love, and how the world was changing.
Music can be a powerful tool in conveying meaningful observations or making
social commentary. So what if there
was an occasional song about a "Little
Deuce Coupe," music used to capture
the feelings of daily life that everyone
could relate to, they weren't responsible
for dictating new fashion trends or telling people how to act.
Popular music today is just so
wrapped up in itself, perpetuating the
superficiality in our lifestyles. Sure, we
can like the songs as long as we realize
how silly they really are. Like so many
television shows and movies, it's mindless entertainment, and these days, it
seems that's all people want. But is it
really?
-

-

Nicole Wong is a sophomore in the College ofArts and Sciences. She welcomes
comments at wongn@bcheights.com.
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'Garden State 2' doesn't live up to the hype
By

itself. Michael has one little argu-

Matt Hollis-Lima

ment with his wife about marriage,
and all of a sudden he is at a frat
party with a girl who is 10 years

Heights Staff
From the start, it is easy to teii
that The Last Kiss is trying to be
the next Garden State. You have
your group of 20-somethings (29year-olds, to be exact) who are
struggling to come to terms with
the realities of their lives, and being forced to grow up way too fast.
It all plays out with tons of angst,
and has the indie-rock soundtrack
to prove it. The Last Kiss, however,
is no Garden State.

THE LAST KISS
Dir. by Paul Haggis

Paramount Pictures
Michael (Zach Braff) is living
with his pregnant girlfriend, Jenna
(Jacinda Barrett), who keeps on
bringing up the idea of marriage.
What's more, he meets a college
girl (Rachel Bilson) with whom
he finds himself spending time.
Kenny (Eric Christian Olsen)
likes to have lots of sex - which,
if you are wondering, is treated
like a real plotline for most of the
movie. Chris (Casey Affleck) is
married and is trying to raise a
kid with his wife, but things are
tough, and they are fighting a
lot. Izzy (Michael Weston) has a
very ill father, and it is becoming
a strain on him. Finally, Jenna's

Zach Braff and Jacinda Barrett play 20-somethings struggling with the idea of settling downfor good, or continuing to sow their wild oats.
mom (Blythe Danner) is struggling

with the emotional indifference of
her husband.
The movie juggles all these
plotlines for about two-thirds of
its running time. Characters appear

and disappear haphazardly, only to
be brought back together by the occasional montage. (Did 1 mention
the soundtrack?) Only in its last
third does the movie turn its focus
on Michael and .lenna, but this is at

the expense of the overdeveloped things in this movie, the justificasubplots, some of which are simply tion of all that is going on comes
forgotten. The movie does end up long after it should have.
Most of the time, the audience
drawing a nice parallel between
Jenna's relationship issues and her will find itself filling in the gaps
parents' own drama, but like most that the dialogue should have filled

younger than he is. The dialogue
is, after all, this movie's greatest
shortcoming. That's saying a lot,
too. The directing is terrible, with
characters calmly conversing
one moment, then screaming and
throwing things the next. (Mot to
mention the director's none-toosubtle mission to rip off Garden
State. Some shots in The Last Kiss
look as ifthey were stolen straight
from the film.) The editing is also
historically bad; every single cut
in this movie is awkward.
The Last Kiss, however, could
have worked, if it had not been for
the dialogue. This is most clearly
exemplified in the conversations
between Michael and his collegeaged flame. Their banter often
sounds as if it was copied and
pasted from an instant message
conversation between high school
kids. How Paul Haggis is capable
of writing this movie, and the Oscar-winning Crash is beyond me.
The actors often try to do theirbest
with the dialogue, but it is really
a hopeless battle. By the time the
credits rolled, I was praying that
would be the last 1 saw of The
Last Kiss. Moviegoers are much
better off spending their $10 on the
soundtrack, and giving their copy
of Garden State another spin.

Film noir style reinvented Jennings wears heart on
sleeve at The Avalon
in star-studded Dahlia
and structure. And because this
film was made in 2006 and not
1946, the film can fully explore
what directors of noir in the '40s
were forced to leave to our imagination.
When Hartnett explores the
ritzy decadence of a lesbian bar,
we sense a coming of age of noir
that sexual realization that could
not be obtained when noir was just
-

a budding genre.
The actors do not so much act
as they follow the footsteps of

those who have gone before them
in the genre. That is possibly the
highest compliment I can pay to
them.
Hartnett, with his deep voice
and tried and true good looks is
perfect for the lead, with a face
that seems to hide much more then
what is on the surface.
Hilaiy Swank strides in pure
Veronica Lake fashion and is
mesmerizing as the femme fatale,
who at all times seems convincing
both as a suspect and then a mere
damsel in distress.
Scarlett Johannson plays the
thankless role of the love interest
rather well, while Eckhart gets the
trickier role of an unhinged man
whose madness seems idiotic at
first and then perfectly right.
The Black Dahlia is one of the
best pictures of the year, a film
that understands the very essence
of noir.
Those who reject it are those
who prefer to keep film noir in
film history, and that is most unfortunate.

Need Extra CASH?
THE BOSTON
COLLEGE PHONE CENTER IS HIRING!!!

The HIGHEST wage en campus
ws/U
up to 59.15 to start!
* Neet new people
in an exciting
*Wn
and fun environment
* Build your
resume while improving your
communication and negotiation skills
*
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Look for MORE INFORMATION
IN THE CLASSIFIEDS SECTION
IN THE NEXT ISSOE OF THE HEIGHTS!

By

Alex Nordenson
& Review Editor

Asst. Arts

As far as live performances go,
1 could not ask for anything more
than 1 received Saturday night.
1 just feel bad that more people
have not heard of this guy. Despite
the fact that his recording studio
and main fan base reside halfway
across the country in Minneapolis,
Minn., Mason Jennings worked a
number on Boston this weekend,
surprisingly filling the Avalon with
eager listeners. Still touring for his
latest studio release, Boneclouds,
Jennings has a musical and artistic
style that is difficult to sufficiently
articulate. That being said, with
his acoustic style, kind voice, and
simple lyrics, he leans far into the
folk realm. He is, however, by no
means musically "tied down." As
Jennings and his band hit the stage
on Saturday night, it was clear that
the man can rock as well.
Jennings opened the night
softly with the sentimental gem of
his new album, "IfYou Ain't Got
Love." The emotions of the song
are quite self-explanatory and are
largely representative of Jennings'
overall musical attitude. A quiet.

rambling, but atypical love song
that hits you right in the heart, Jennings delivers the message, "what
do you got if you ain't got love" a
paradigm I think we all can benefit
from pondering.
As the show progressed, Jennings sampled all five of his major
albums and consequently showed
all sides of his multifaceted musical personality. He transitioned
flawlessly from one song and one
mood to the next, keeping the audience members on their toes and
entranced. I found myself unable
to contain my smile when he hit
the mic with "Keeping It Real."
A rhyme-heavy piece of poetry
straight out of a sunny summer's
day, the tune is just too much to
deny. And judging from the giggly
girls bopping around and humming
it after the show, the audience
shared in my delight.
From here Jennings continued
to be a crowd pleaser, and 1 mean
that in the best sense of the term.
On the high-flying single, "Be
Here Now," the four legs of the
band were rolling on all cylinders, giving the song exactly the
amplitude and energy that make
it shine. At one high point in the
-

show, Jennings graced the crowd
with a cover of Neutral Milk
Hotel's bizarre but catchy, "The
King ofCarrotFlowers Part One,"
complete with his keyboarder on
the accordion.
After playing several other
classics from the last ten years,
such as "Butterfly" and "Sorry
Signs on Cash Machines," Mason
threw a little jam into the mix. On
"Where The Sun Had Been," Jennings threw on the electric switch
ofhis "Whammy Board" and gave
the crowd some noise, creating a
nearly trippy sound that was uncharacteristic of his usual tunes,
but that was very intriguing.
As the opening song of his
impressive three-song encore,
Jennings hit the stage alone and
intimately played the brilliant,
"Jesus Are You Real." Literally
baring his soul to the crowd and
sending goose bumps up and down
the rows, Jennings voiced some
of life's most plaguing questions
and his own religious angst. That
five-minute performance was
truly a marvelous experience in
and of itself. Jennings' heart was
out on stage, on the line, as it was
all night.
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ously be itself, and it does that
to a hilt. Yes, there is a murder
investigation in the movie, but it
In my experience as a filingoer, is not the plot of the movie; it is
there are generally two types of only a reason for the film to exist.
neo-film noir - those that work It is, as Hitchcock would say. the
in the key of film noir and then Maguffin.
those that understand its essence,
The film's title comes from
its soul, its poetry.
a nickname given to an actress
named Elizabeth Short, who really
did exist, and really was murdered
in
such a grisly fashion that imTHE BLACK DAHLIA
ages of the movie Seven come to
Dir.by Brian De Palma
Universal Pictures
mind.
Josh Hartnett and Aaron EckFrom the first category there hart play Bleichert and Blanchard,
are too many films to mention,
the two cops assigned to the case.
both past and present. They take
Within the course of the film,
elements from noir most advantathe latter will lose his mind, for
reasons both understandable and
geous for their particular films but
that is all. They only reference.
unfair to name here. The other
Brian De Palma's The Black will delve into a grim and almost
Dahlia is from the second catghoulish underworld of murder,
egory.
corruption, and sex hidden beIt is pure film noir, and not only
neath the glitz and glitter of Holbecause it is set in the 19405, the lywood.
decade of the birth of noir.
It is quite a journey, and it
Everything a film expert would comes as no shock that the film
associate with noir is here - the was based on a novel by James
tight-lipped detective, the narEllroy, who also wrote L.A. Conration, the sultry femme fatale, fidential, and is the poet of L.A.
the atmosphere honey-thick with sleaze.
sexual overtone, those boxcar dinI am not going to say whether
ers where a cheeseburger costs a
the film provides the answer for the
nickel, the street lights, and final ly, murder, or even tries to, because
the cigarette smoke. (If a single whether it does or not is beyond
actor in this movie goes without
the point.
smoking, memory escapes me.)
This is the kind offilm in which
1 cannot think of another recent
it is not important what happens,
film from this second type. At the but how it happens; not what it is
moment, only Lawrence Kasdan's
about, but how it is about it.
Body Heat comes to mind.
Film noir is a genre of passion,
The film exists only to gloripower, and obsession, not plot
By Marc Cubelli
For the Heights
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5 Frogs'kin
10 Yemeni or Saudi
14 Touch on
15 Drive forward
16 Stouts Wolfe
17 Flight-school
final
,CA
18 San
19 Jules Verne's
captain
20 Tormentor
22 Unwind
24 Ailing
25 Herb for stuffing
26 Promos
29 Bone up on
32 Transmitter
33 "Mr. __"
34 Like a fork
35 Dash
36 Quote as an
authority
37 Backspace over
38 Lofting shot
39 Marine ray
40 Immense
41 BritS Slammer
42 Man the helm
43 O'Neill and

31
"

1
6

|

1

I

1 Holds up

~i

_5

|

3

4_

_9

1

_B__s_

_2T__2

5
6

_8[

17

|3I

1

I

7

2^

| I 6~[" ,

I

Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9 grid. In each row there are 9
slots, some of which are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to 9. You
must follow these rules:
? Number can appear only once in each row
? Number can appear only once in each column
\u25a0 Number can appear only once in each 3x3 box
\u25a0 The number should appear only once on row, column or area.

44
45
46
47
48
49
51
55
57
59
60
61
62
63
64

1
2
3
4
5
iD Laughingstock international Inc./disi. by Uniiod Media. 2005
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55
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29
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17

56
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50

52
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53
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Skip
Mimic
Bio follower?
Blackthorn
liqueur
10 Paquin of "The
Piano"
11 Tested once
again
12 Supply with
weapons
13 Ghost sound
21 Hoopster
Drexler
23 "Long, Tall
Glasses" singer
Sayer
25 Cowboy bars
27 Kind of line
28 All smudged
DOWN
29 Martin and Allen
Skin eruption
30 Long, angry
Reed in the
speech
winds
31 Not evaluated
Cow's partner
32 Track events
Least emotional 36 Hurling devices
Of ocean
39 Precursor to
motion
Windows

"True Grit" star
Pop
Bishopric
Ben and Bobby
Unruly do
Biblical queen
Images
What's more
Respond to
Hilo feast
Wine sediment
"Beau _"
Chi-town paper
Lateral part
Ridge formed
by a glacier
65 Pouchlike
structures

Answers on D5

9-5

Sullivan

[e

Wb

\u25a0\u25a0

6
7
8
9

c tlimnpJ?

oiumpeu.

Turn to D 5 for
.
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solutions to todays
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wnrrl puzzle
crossword

41
44
48
50
51

Trash
Heartache
Prospector
Fuel-line part
Show of
hands
52 Saintly glow

53 Secular
54 Deli heroes
55 Molinaro and
Martino
56 Hawaiian
garland
58 Clicking sound
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School Psychology Specialist (MA/CAGS)
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Doctor of
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At the Massachusetts School of Professional
Psychology we believe that a practice-oriented
approach to learning not only builds your
confidence and skills, but it provides you with
the necessary tools to become successful
psychologists, able to meet the challenges of a
constantly changing society.
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Who's behind some of the
most remarkable corporate
finance transactions in 2006?
You & Us
has been the driving force
behind some recent record-breaking deals, including the Bank of
China's $11.2 billion IPO. If you want to hear more about opportunities to join a firm with this momentum, an outstanding training
program and unlimited career potential, come see our Firmwide

Working closely with our clients, ÜBS
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joint Global
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Initial Public Offering
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